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CHAPT.I~R I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the more typical comprehensive junior-senior high 
school, the only inventory or pupils' skills and attitudes of 
new pupila which is available to the hi8h sohool is a purely 
academic one or achievement and group mental test data. 
Sign1rlcant observational data relating to pupila' personalltY' 
development and total school adjustment may occasionally be 
systematically oollected and reported, but, usually this ia an 
exception. Eduoational goals or teaching the whole child with 
resultant correlates ot enhancing total pupil adjustment 
cannot be met realistically without knowledge ot the pupil'a 
present stages ot adjustment or maladjustment. 
A need tor a solution to this problem became evident 
when thia investigator aerved aa a speech therapist and 
psychometrist at a large urban junior-senior high school with 
a pupil population exceeding 2600 which was heterogenous in 
terms ot ethnic, socio-econom1c, and abi11ty levels. Each tall 
about 300 aeventh graders reported to the high aohool. and 
ainoe promotions are on a .emester basia. more than another 100 
reported in midyear. all lacking a cumulative record system. 
L1 ttl. information was available to the staft ot each pupil' a 
1 
individual uniqueness and needs. A method was sought whereby 
these large groups might be screened eoonomioally to select 
those pupila who might make a poor adjustment to the high 
school environment. Early reterrals to guidanoe cOUDselors or 
sooial workers or outside mental hygiene agencies could then 
be ettected. 
The Draw-A-Person as initially developed by Maohover1 
2 
is increasingly being used by psychologists to investigate 
personality dynamics and to determine causes ot maladjustment. 
It is in tact, atter the Rorschaoh, the moat frequently used 
psychological test in the United states, aocording to Sundberg.2 
He surveyed 185 mental hospital and mental hlgleDe olinios. 
Conoia.ly atate4, the s-neral hJPOthe.i. behind the 
tigure drawing approaoh in a proJeotive senae is that one's 
unverbal1aed te.lings and mental states are proJeoted into 
that dra.ing ot a buman tigure.3 When an individual dra.s a 
person he retleots the many impressions he has of his own body 
1Karen MachoTer, personalitf Projection in the Drawina ot 
the Human Fi&ure (Sprlngtleld, 11inols: dh8.r-r.ic. fhomas);-
I§l'9. 
210rman D. Sundberg, "The Practioe ot Paycholog1cal Testing 
in Clinioal Services in the United States," AmerIcan 
Psychologist, XVI (January, 1961), p. 80. 
3Dale B. HarrIs, Children's Dra.ings as 'easures of Intelleo-
tual Maturitl (Se. York: Harcourt, Brace &-wor1&, I nc7j , 
IRI, p. 17. 
whioh would inolude physiologioal and psyohologioal manifes-
tations of his body along with others reaotions to his 
appearanoe and behavior. 
There is some evidenoe whioh suggeats that an untrained 
Judge does quite as well as the more experienced Judge in 
spotting the unusual oasea.4 The assumption is made then that 
starf members other than school psychologiats could be utilized 
to sore en the drawings tor pupils who would develop into 
.erious personality or behavior problems. 
Although Maohoyer's teohnique originally was deyeloped 
for uae in a one-to-one or examiner-olient relationship, the 
method has inoreasingly been used in group administration. 
PeatberS reported tbat a group adminiatration or the 
human figure drawing technique does give meaningful information 
about an individual. His research was in a oollege setting 
with an aim to screen large numbers for identifioation of those 
in need or referral to indiyidual oounaeling because of 
personal problem •• 
Furthermore, .inoe these drawings were to be adminis-
tered by different homeroom teachers to ten different ola •••• 
4Ibid. p. 63. 
o Donald B. Feather, MAn Exploratory Study in the Use or 
Figur. Drawings in a Group Situation,· Journal of Sooial 
Psyohology, XXXVII (Maroh, 1953), pp. 163-70. --
on the same day, Holtsman demonstrated that human figure 
drawings produoed by subjects of both sexes .ere not affeoted 
by the examinerts sex, physical appearanoe, or personallty.6 
Holtzman's experiment was very caretully controlled, and 
examiners with strikingly different social and temperamental 
qualities were used. 
Intensive analysia of the drawing characteristics 
revealed no variations in the drawings which could be attributed 
to the noted variables. 
A large body ot research, therefore, indioated that the 
Dra.w-A-Peraon might be uae4 by a high school faculty in a group 
situat10n to screen individuals who are experiencIng personal 
difficultIes. The vehicle baa not been used previously 1n a 
publio school'setting in this partioular oontext. 
The impetus given the guidance counseling movement by 
the infuslon of federal monies under !IDEA auspices bas furnished 
school systems wi th personnel trained to cope wi tb Ind.1vidual 
problems. Guidance counselors, theretore, could be assumed to 
have the competencies necessary to admInister and evaluate a 
psychological screening technique. Were the technique to be 
ot signifloant value in screening maladjusted pupils, guidanoe 
oounaelors, with a minimum of valuable tIme, could offer a 
SWayne H. Holtzman, "Tne Examiner As .A Variable In the 
Draw-A-Person Test," Journal ~ Conaulti~ PSYCholo&Z, XVI 
(April, 1952), p. 145. 
5 
distinctive aervice to their schoola. 
Since aome research appeara to indicate that interpre-
tationa of human figure drawings by non-~sychologically . 
oriented ataff members might have some validity, it waa decided 
to carry this atudy one atep further and to involve claaaroam 
teacher. in the prediction of behavior from drawings. Should 
the method be predictive, then emaller school systems which 
have neither the service. ot school psychologists nor counselors 
could still use the techn1~ue to screen pupils with adjustment 
problema. Notwithstanding trends toward specialization, many 
school systema, nevertheless, lack the reaource people to help 
reach educational goals ot mental health. 
This atudy then haa two major investigative goals: 
(1) to determine the degree to which classroom teachers and 
Sui dance counselora can agree 9i th school psycholog1. ata on an 
objective SCoring ot the Draw-A-Peraon technique administered 
in a group aituation, and (2) to determine whether the~ DAP has 
value aa a acreening device tor adjustment ~roblem. with 
aeventh'gradera within & guidance context. 
The ilypotheaea, then, .are (1) that teachers and/or 
guidance cOUDselora can agree with school psychol06iStS' 
ratings using an objective rating scale applied to the Draw-A-
lerson technique, and, (2) the Draw-A-Person technique can be 
uaed aa a screening device for adjustment problems with 
seventh graders. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LI TERATORE 
The tbeoretical baa1s ror proJect1ve teohn1q~e. wa. 
olearly .tated by Frank. l In the article in which he coined 
the term, he comment. that •••• ntially ev.ry individual liv •• 
in a social and an individual world. The .ocial world. require. 
conformity and the individual's private world is a r.al and 
compelling work or highly idio.yncratic meanings and reelings. 
Standardized te.t. evoke objective common responses while the 
projective techniqu ••• voke individual d.terminant.. In an 
unstructured situation an individual "oan proJect ~pon tbat 
plastio field his way ot s.eing lit., his meanings, signiticanoe., 
patt.rns and especially his teeling.". 
Maobover'. method ot appraising per.onality .truot~ 
from human tigure drawings is .ssentially Fr.udian ba.ed upon 
the th.ory ot unconscious determ1nant •• 2 
Wh.n an individual att.mpts to .olve the problem ot 
the direct1ve "Draw-A-Person", he is compelled to 
draw trom .ome source.. External figure. are too 
lLawrence It. Prank, "Projective Methods ror the Study ot 
Personality," Journal !! P.ychology, VIII (October, 19a9) p. 392. 
2Karen Machov.r, personalitf Proj.ction in the Drawi!i or 
the Human Fif4ur8 (Sprlnil'l.Ia,lllnol.: Oliai=Ie'i'1r. Thomas)-;-
Ms, p. 392. 
6 
varied in their body attributes to lend themselves to 
a sj:-ontaneous, composite objective representation ot 
a person, Some process of selection involving identi-
fioation through projeotion and introjeotion enters at 
some pOint. The indlvidua.L must draw consciously, and 
no doubt unoonsoiously, upon his whole system of 
values. The body, or the self, is the most intimate 
point of reference in any aotivity. We have, in the 
cour8e ot, Ibrowth, cO.me to exist various sensations, 
peroeptions, and emotions with some body organs. This 
investment in body organs or the peroe~tion of the 
body image as it has developed out of experienoe, must 
somehow guide the individual who is drawing in the 
specifio structure a~ content whioh oonstitutes his 
ottering of "person". Consequently, the drawing of 
a person, in involviU6 a projeotion of the body image, 
provides a natural fi~ur. for the expression of one's 
body needs and oonfliots. Suooessful drawing inter-
pretation:has prooeeded on the hypothesis that the 
figure drawn is related to the individual who is 
drawing with the same intimacy oharacterizing that 
individuallA halt, his handwriting or any other of his 
expressive movements. 
7 
A great deal ot highly theoretical and speoulative 
literature has been developed in 8upport of this projective 
hypothesis. Goodenough 1s, ot course, known for the utilization 
ot human ti6ure drawinga as a basis for intellectual aase.sment, 
but she early had an interest in analyzing drawin&s tor peraon-
ality.3 Bell l s4 summary of the theoretical toundations of 
drawin~s as a projeotive device gave im~Jetus to the use ot 
children's drawings in this area. Bell's position is that 
3Florence L. Goodenough, The Measurement o£ Inte~libence ~ 
Drawinbs (New York: llarcourt,-srace & World, Inc.) 1926, p. e~ 
4John Elderkin Bell, Projeotive Technique., ! Uynamic 
Approach ~ ~ st7d! 2! fersonalIty (New York~ Longmans Green 
& Co.), 1948, pp. -. 
personality is a dynamic proce.s, not a statio phenomenon, and 
that personality has a structured nature. !be personality 
struoture or any individual is developed by his unique 
physiological, paychologioal and physical-aocial-cultural 
Inrluenoes that are brought to bear upon him. The personall ty 
structure reveals itself In the Indlvldual's behavior. Sinoe 
behavior 1. a runotional reaction againat these rorc.a, an 
indivIdual's behavior reflects his relatlon.hip betw.en the 
demands of the aelr and the d.mands ot the sltuatlons and is 
his adaptation to these internal and external demands. All 
behavior Is a manitestation or the individual's personality 
structure and adaptive techniques. Our attempts to interpret 
this indivldual's behavioral reactlon. personally is not only 
a surtace. but 1 t ls depth phenomenon. Some aspeots or 
personality are more readily observable than others, but eo .. 
are hidden not only trom the observers but from the individual 
hlmselr -- the unoonsolous phases of personal 1 ty. Part ot the 
funotion ot projeotive devices is to interpret the natur. ot 
th ••• unconscious areas. 
Albee and Hamlin5 state that "from present evidence we 
may oonolude that psychologi.ts can agree consistently with 
8 
COeorge W. Albee and Roy K. Hamlin, "An Investigation ot the 
aeliability and Valldity ot Judgments ot Adjustment Interred 
Prom Drawings,· Journal !! Cllnioal P.lcholo~, V (October, 19.9), 
pp. 389 .. 92. 
9 
each other in interring adjustment fra. drawing. and that the.e 
inference. po ••••• a reasonable degree ot valIdity." The 
Investigator. had tour judge. place drawing. of twenty-one 
schizophrenios, twenty-one neurotlcs and thirty Veteran's 
Admin1.tration dental patient. along a oontinuum scale of 
adjustment. The authors report the reliabillty ot the Judge. 
to be .S9. 
In another report, Alb.e and HamlIn demonstrated that 
non-olln1cal people can make reliable global judgments.6 Judge. 
ot ten case. ot wide range adjustment trom VA tl1es ranked the 
drawings to a highly signiticant degree. 
Marcu. inve.tIgated tbe relation.hip bet •• en emotlonal 
tactor. and reading deticiencies ot college fre.hmen as 
revealed by human flgure drawings.? He administered tbe Draw-
A-Person te.t to thirty-tour fast and thirty-four slow reader. 
who were 80 categorized atter taking the college entrance 
battery. He had truly a formidable check li.t ot 20? items in 
the following group •• procedure, style and technique, detail, 
general content, v1e. portrayed and po.e, clothing, bead and 
6 , "Judgment ot Adiustment From Dra.Ing.: 
The APplIcaBIlIty ot RatIng Scale Methods," Journal ot Clinical 
Pszcholoil, VI (October, 1950), pp. 363-65. --
'Murray Marcus, "aehavloral Difterence. on the Machover 
Draw-A-Person Test Between Slow and Faat College Reader.," 
(Unpubllshed Ed. D. dl •• ertatlon, Univer.lty ot Denver, 1953), 
p. 6. 
neok, trunk, and extremities. The great detail in the check 
list is indicated by the fact that the head and neck section 
contalned forty-three different items. Three judges rated 
10 
the drawings, and the mean percentage ot agreement for the male 
fieures was .830, tor temale tigures .846.8 
The inter-judge reliability was exceptionally high for 
this type ot instruaent. It lDuet be noted, however, that all 
itema were scored on an all-or-none or presence-or-abaence 
baala. Item. were to be tallied as present only when the 
drawing clearly showed that particular charaoteristic. 
Marcua concluded that the technique seema to have great 
potential .a a diagnostiC acreening lnatru.ent which could be 
used by a college student persor~l ottioe or any other 
eduoational agency that deals with student's academl0 etticiency 
or personal adjustment.9 
Wanner,lO 1n a Master's theais, inveatigated the 
hypothesia tbat a group ot speech detective children will show 
over- or under-elaboration of the oral area when compared wlth 
a control group of non-speeoh deteotive chl1dren. He ooncluded 
that there is ao.e support tor the valldlty of a portion of 
8Ibid • p. &1. 
9Iblcl • p. 85. 
lOPaul w. Wanner, "A Partial Te.t ot Validity ot the Maoho.er 
Drawing of a Human Figure Teohnique," (Unpublished Mastel". 
theals, Saoramento State College, 1951), p. 6. 
11 
the Machover assumption.ll He used 100 children in each of the 
speeoh-defective and non-apeech-deteotive groups; each wa. 
equated with another tor age only. No separate analy.es~ 
however, were made for each group. Nor were any attempts made 
to classlfy by degree of seriouaness of the speeoh handioap. 
Five judges rated the drawings for under-elaborated, 
normal and over-elaborated quality. Chi aquare analyais 
showed significanoe at the .01 level of confidence. Highly 
questionable, ho.ever, ia the utility of tbe evidence tor 
individual diagnoaia since there was no clear out 
ditferentiation.12 
Although not directly related to this study, Wanner'. 
work ia reported because of some similarities to the author's 
initial interest in the Draw-A-Person technique which was alao 
developed in a speeoh therapy setting. A. a speeoh therapist, 
this investigator matched twenty-five speeoh detective 
children with twenty-tive normal children equated tor age, sex, 
race, sohool and intelligenoe quotient within five point •• 
Using a tive-point scale for judging quality of the mouth area, 
two speech therapists were unable to differentiate significantly 
between the two groups. At that time it was felt that a 
llIbid. p. 33. 
12Ibid • p. ~3. 
12 
major dirricult1 was the therapi.t-. untamlliarlt1 with the 
technique and the ambiguous instructions. 
Copeland investigated the ability or tive raters to 
ditterentiate between a group ot adolescent. with behavior 
problem. and a group or relatively .ell-adjusted children on 
the basia ot a qualitative rating scale applied to human tigure 
drawings. She developed the tollowing rating scalel 13 
Traits 
1. Aggre.sion 
2. Intelligenoe 
4. Over-all 
Adjustment 
5. Sex Oonrlict 
6. Inter-relatedne.s 
A B 
exoessive repres.ed 
inadequate, adequate, 
up to IQ ot 89 90 - 109 
.uch 
unsati.rac-
tory 
exces.ive 
not _11 
integrated 
present, but 
controlled 
fairly 
aati.factory 
not exoe.sive 
tairl,. well 
integrated 
C 
normal 
bright, 
110 .. 
vel',. little 
satisfactory 
abs.noe ot 
well inte-
grated 
Guide. tor interpretation ot the aix traits were 
turnished the raters. For example, the over-all adjustment 
category was treated in the tollowing fashion: 14 
13Lynn Preston Oopeland, "Personality Difterence Between 
Well Adjuated and Behavior Diaordered Ohildren as Revealed on 
the Machever Draw-A.-Person PrOjective re.t,· (Unpublished 
Master's thesis, Oatholio University ot America, 1950), p. 17. 
141bid. p. 19. 
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areas, differential treatment toward aexes, arms ~at 
don't leave the body, eles without e1eballs or look 
inward, receptive mouth, figure trapped in self-concen-
tration. 
It is apparent that some familiarity with the technique 
by the ra'ers was assumed, for each tacet of the drawing did 
not have 1ts significance explained. 
Using chi square as a test of signiticance, Copeland 
found that drawings of children with behavior disorders showed 
a significant dlfterence from the normal child in over-all 
adjustment. intelligence, aS6Te.siveneas and inter-relatedness. 
On the other hand anxiety and sex conflict could not be disting-
uished between the two groups. 
When comparing the aGreement of every rater, she found 
signiticant aGreement on aggression, over-all adjustment, 
inter-relatedness and sex cont11ct. The raters failed to reach 
as signiticant an agreement on intelligence and anxietl.15 
Holaberg and Wexler tound a significant difterence 
between normals and schizophrenics and between no~~ls and each 
ot three schizophrenIc groups, paranoid, hebephrenic and. 
catatonic, on an objective measured human tigure drawing.16 
15 Ibid. p. 40. 
-
16Jules D. Holzberg and Murray Wexler, "The Valid!ty ot 
Human Form Drawings .s a Measure of Personality Deviation,· 
Journal of Projective Techniques, XIV (September, 1950), 
pp. 3iS-II. 
Signiticant difference. were not found, however, between the 
schizophrenic subgroups.17 
14 
The authors maintain, furthermore, that the skill ot 
the clinician in evaluating the subtle nuance. and drnamlcs ot 
the drawlngs will always remain an integral part of the inter-
~retation which resist attempts to .tandardize it in an 
objeotive manner. This clinical sensitivity will always, they 
maintain, be a part ot projective technique •• 
It would be man1.fest17 unfair to cite only the studie. 
and report .. which appear in the literature whioh indioate that 
the analysis ot human tigure drawings tor personality dynamics 
bave efficacy_ There appear ln the 11terature numerous telllng 
arguments which denigrate the teohnique. 
Stoltz and Ooltharp found little evidence of value for 
the Dr.w-A-Person test for individual diagnosis with a group of 
fourth grade children.19 Three clinical payohologlsts rated 60 
pupils' drawings tor lntelli¥ence, measured by tba Otls Quick-
Scoring Mental Abillty rest; sociabl1ity. determined by • 
sociogram by tellow pupl1s; and emotional maturity, evaluated 
by teacher'. ratlngs of the tlve best and tlve most poorly 
l7 I bid. 
-
lSaobert E. Stoltz and France. C. Coltharp, ·Clinical judg-
ments and the DAP Test," Journal .2! Consu.ltl.p.g PSlcholoil, xxv (Febru.arr, 1961), pp. 43-5. 
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adjusted. The drawings were divided into groups or poor, 
average and above average adjustment. 
Fisher and Fisher concluded that it is preoarious to 
acoept most of the ourrent assumptions regarding figure drawing 
analysis without further researoh.19 Interpretations both 
impressionistic and atomistio did not dirterentiate betwe.n 
a sample or thirty-two paranoids and normals nor did tbey 
correlate. 
Feldman and Hunt inve.tigated the ditticulty ot drawing 
body parts.aO They had sixty-five undergraduate students dr.w 
unolothed human figure. which were evaluated by three trained 
rater. for presence or abeenee ot disturbance for 'wenty-five 
body part.. The judge. agreed very .ignificantly on their 
ratings. Two art instructors than rated eaoh body part on a 
five part 8cale trom eas,. to very ditfioult to draw. A compari-
son by mean. ot correlating the average ratings ot the two 
artiets with the average a scores ot the thre. olinicians 
reaulted in a aigniticant negative correlation. The authors 
ooncluded that the body parts hardeat to draw tend to be rated 
as manit.ating signa of emotional disturbanoe. 
19sey.mour Fisher and Rhoda Fiaher, "Te.t of Certain Aaaump-
tiona Regarding Figure Drawing Analyais,· Journal ot Abnormal 
~ Sooial PSlcholoil, XLV (Ootober, 1950), pp. 72f=32. 
aOMarvin J. Feldman and RaJm;Ond G. Hunt, "Relation ot 
Ditficulty in Drawing to Ratings of Adjustment Baaed on Human 
Figure Drawing.," Journal £! Conaultini PaycholoSI, XXII 
- ' 
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Consequently, sat the authors, "The variance attributed 
to thia aource would have to be aomehow aeparated out tro. 
other sources it the tigure drawing method ia to quality tor 
serious consideration .s an ettective general diagnostic 
instrument'l21 
The personali t1 ot the rater himaelf ia an important 
oonaideration, aay Hammer and Piotrowakl.22 ~he1 round a high 
relationship between the rated hostility ot the clinician and 
the amount ot hostl1itJ be inrerred trom: the drawings-test 
protocola. 
Harris, in a yer, compr.hensiye and detailed treatment 
ot the projective use ot ehlldren f a drawings and summarizea hia 
conolusions of their value in a moat telling interpretation.23 
1. 'Children .s well aa adulta intentionallJ adapt 
linea and color in drawings to indicate moods, atatea 
or ettect. Ho.ever, it 1a not poasible trom the 
available evidence to state that there 1. alanguage 
ot line, torm or color particularly expressive ot atfect. 
2. There i. little evidence that the human ti6ure 
drawing is in tact a drawing ot the .elt, presented 
directlJ or indirectly, overtly or covertly. 
3. When children are assigned the task ot drawing the 
"aelt", they approach the task representatively and 
21lbid • p. 219. 
22Emmanuel F. Hammer and Zigmund A. Piotrowski, nHostillty 
a8 a Faotor in the Clinician'. Personality as It Artecta Hi. 
Interpretation ot Projective Drawlngs (HTP)," Journal £.! 
Projective Technique., XVII (June, 1953), pp. 210-1s. 
23Harr18, it. 67. 
realistically_ Handioapped children undertake thi8 
task on the same basis and in the aame manner as 
normals. Patients with neurolo~lcal damage reveal 
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their impairment in drawings, but through gross maltor-
mations and simplifIcations rather than in any special 
or exotic tashion. Such distortions appear in their 
general art work as .ell as in the self-image fiicture. 
4. A number of general statements based on the researoh 
lIterature may be made oonoerning the use ot' drawings 
in the clinioal 8tudy ot thB human personalit,. The 
more oautlous and generalized of theae statements are 
plausible common sense. The more specitic olaims and 
positIve assertions do not seem to have rea.onable 
support in the acoumulated evidence. 
5. A surve,. of the research and olinical literature 
is persuasive; the projeotive hypotheais aa it applies 
to human tigure draw~ngs baa Dever been adequately or 
oonsistently t'ormulated, and syatems tar the evaluation 
ot such drawings have, tor the moat part, been exceed-
ingly loose. Consequently, the assesament ot drawings 
by suoh methods very otten aho.s modeat reliabillty 
and low valid1ty. !he mOre rigorous the oonditions ot 
the experiment -- oontrol ot variablea, matohing of 
control samples, and the 11ke -- the lower the valldlty 
ot the human tigure drawing as a measure ot &tfeot 
and personality. 
The Draw-A.-Person technique tor personality diagnosis 
has long held the attention ot psyohologists. Admittedly, the 
method has grown in use beoause ot the ease ot administration, 
and because its interpretation is ordinarily not tied up with 
specirio cour.e work as i. the Rorschaoh or the Minnesota 
Multiphasio. Nevertheles., it frequently remains a tool of 
clinical people because its theoretical constructs appeal to a 
common sense approach ooupled with Freudian overtones. 
This ohapter denoted some of the more important studie. 
of the use of the technique in related situations, althOugh no 
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previous .tudy exaotly parallels this attempt to determine the 
validity or the Draw-A-Person test administered in a group 
situation for predicting adjustment of seventh graders by 
means of an objective rating 80ale. 
Ona ot the stroD6er condemnations ot the proJ.ctiv. 
h1pothesia was re~,orted by Swenson, who surveyed much of the 
work done until 1957 with the Draw-A-Per.on techniqu.. He 
conclud.d that the h7POth.... concerning tbe Draw-A-Person t •• t 
have •• ldom been support.d in tbe literature.2' He 8uggested 
that quality ot tbe total drawing 18 one of the more r.liable 
facet. ot interpreting drawlngs. Furthermore. be also 
recommended tbat work be done to evaluate the significance ot 
pattern. of .igna on the Draw-A-Peraon test rather than 
attempts to evaluate the significance ot individual algna. 
24011fford H. S.enson, "Empirical Evaluations ot Human 
Figure Drawings," PSlcho1osioal Bulletin, LIV (November. 1957), 
p,t.i. 431-36. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE RATING SCA~ 
A panel ot tour praotlo1Dg .ohool psycholo~ist., all 
who haYe had experience in using tbe Draw-A-Person technique 
a1ded the investigator in deYeloping an objeotive rating 
scale tor the analysi. ot pupil drawings. The literature 
regarding use ot rating soale. waa caretully reaearched. 
Gr .. s and Rinder oonducted a study inve.tigating the 
va11dity ot 15 signs in human figure drawinga predictive ot 
homo.exuality.l Three psyoholog1st, in this study merely 
indioated the pre •• nce or absence ot aigns 1ndioat1Ye ot homo-
sexuality_ Grams and Rinder atated Maohover aigns as tollows: 
ear large or heavy lined or muoh deta11ed, deteotable de11nea-
tion ot hips or buttooks, tailure to complete drawing below 
walat, heavy line ot demaroation at waist, fa11ure to draw "V· 
ot crotoh, presenoe ot shading on lips, pants transparent, 
lArm1n Grama and Lawrenoe Rinder, "Signa ot Homosexuality 
in Human Figure Drawings,· Journal !! Consulting Psyohology, 
XXII (Ootober, 1958), p. 394. 
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naked presence of sexual organa, trousera only cloth1ng shaded, 
female figure transparent below waist, male nose large, erased 
or redrawn, phallic foot (length at le.st 3 tt.es width and 
slash or shaded tip), belt shaded and .pe.red to right of 
figure, presence of eyelashes, drawing of female figure first. 
aeznikofr and Nicholas developed a check list to discri-
minate paranoid trom non-paranoid patients. Raters merely 
indicated the pre.ence or absence ot tne first 25 items ot the 
following check list: 
1. Careful detailing ot eyelaahes. 
2. Caretul detailing ot e,.ebrows. 
3. Line emphasis on outline ot the e,.es 
(reinforcement) • 
4. Shading ot the e,.es. 
o. Two eye. in protile view. 
6. Eye. repre.ented by oircles. 
7. Eye. represented by oro ••••• 
8. Eye. repre.ented b,. dot •• 
9. Eyes represented by dashes or ourves. 
10. Un.eeing .1e.; ey •• without a pupil. 
11. Unu.ual deta11ing and/or artioulation ot eye. 
12. Eye. absent. 
13. Di.·proportionately large ear •• 
14. Line empha.i. on outline of ear. 
(reinforcement). 
15. Ear. where none should be present. 
16. Shadins otthe ears. 
1'1. Bar misplaoed 1n relation to other head 
features. la. Ears ab.ent. 
19. Unuaual artioulation and/or detailing of ear. 
20. Dark or heavy line emphasis overall. 
Sl. Contrasting pressures of line; light and 
heavy pressure •• 
22. Shading ot areas other than e,.e. and ear •• 
23. Speared or talon-11ke teature •• 
a4. Disproport10nately large head. 
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25. Clothing elaboration to conceal some features 
of the figure (oloak, cape, any unusual clothing). 
26. Slze of tigure (actual length measurement).2 
Bodwin and Bruck3 developed a cheok li.t with a & point 
rating scale tor each at the tollowLng 13 characteristics: 
1. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
~di~ Llght, dim, subtle, and unoertain 
ne. lch turtivel,. accent partloular part. 
ot the figure. Patterned or styliz.d shading. 
R.inforcement. Shading of the boundaries of 
clotnlng or the figure. Heavy dark 11nes or 
parts 01' the drawing emphaslzed through 
retraoing over the same area. 
Brasure.. Any attempt to alter or perteot all 
or part of the drawing through erasure. 
Detail ln fllure.. Un.ssentlal feature. or 
aetaiis add. to the tigure or background. 
Sketch, lines. Part. ot the body, particularly 
£he outlIne aetlned by llght, broken, blurred, 
vague, tu.zy 11n.s. 
TransEarencI. Bod,. ot the figure completely 
transparent or inadequately clothed so that body 
parts ordinarl1y cov.red are shown. 
;A.8'ih:tU. Imbalanc.d and lopsided arrangement 
ot dy parts in re.peot to slze, shape, or 
po.ition on the opposite sidea of the center. 
Distortion. Any unnaturalness or irre~ularity 
In torm. Any non-human aspects to .figure drawn 
otten displa,.ed by aize disproportlon. 
Incompl.t.n.... Figure not drawn complete, 
lacking In aIgnificant bod,. parts or clothing. 
Mixed. afe. Dlaparit1 in the physiologloal 
maturat on of various body parta suoh aa breaat. 
emphaaiaed in an other.la. ohl1d1ah body. 
2Marvln aezn1kott and Alma L. Nichola., "An Evaluatlon ot 
Human Figure Drawlng Indioators of Paranoid Pathology," Journal 
2! Oonsultlng PsYObol06Z, XXII (October, 1958), p. 396. 
3Raymond F. Bodwin and Max Bruck, "The Adaptation and 
Validation ot the Draw-A-Person test a8 a Measure ot S.~ 
Conoept,· Journal !! Clinioal Palcholo~l' XVI (Ootober, 1960), 
p. 427. 
11. 
12. 
O~O.it8 S8X identification. Figure drawn 1_ 
~t ot the opposIte sex or ir of the same sex, 
opposite _ex charaoteristics are displayed. 
Primitiveness. Over-all figure is crudely and 
rougIlly drawn. Speclric points are con.t'usion 
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ot full and prorile view or the bead, mouth 
em.klJ;lElsls, trunk incomplete, omission ot the neok, 
and disorganized body representation. 
13. Immaturity. Drawing is marked by elaborate 
ireatmentor the mid-line suoh &s Adam's apple, 
tie, buttons, buckle, and fly on the trousers. 
'!'here is emphasis on the mouth or breasts. 
Tolor and Tolor developed a rating soale for use by 
clinical psychologists with the drawings of fifth gradera. 
The scale includes: 
1. Slze, positIon and proportion of drawing 
2. Degree of Integration and detail 
3. 'l'1pe ot line quali ty and shading 
4. Type ot movement deplcted 
5. T1pe ot faoial expression 
6. Type ot omi •• ions and distortions 
7. Sex drawn firat, t1pe ot attire4 
Berman an~ others used a table ot several tactor. in 
rating drawings: 
I. General Aspecta 
A. Time Consumed 
B. Slz& 
C. Pr •• sure or Intensity 
D. Style 
E. Proportion 
P. PositIon 
G. Emphasi. 
H. Errors 
tAndre. '1'0101" and Belle '1'0101", -Judgment of Children's 
PopularIty Prom TheIr Figure DrawIngs,· Journal ot ProjectIve 
Teohnique., XIX (June, 1955), pp. 170-76. -
II. Drawing. a. a Whole 
A. View 
B. Shading 
C. Erasure. 
D. Linea 
E. Poature 
F. Movement 
I II • Details 
A. Head 
B. Hair 
C. Mouth 
D. Bye. 
E. Ears 
F. .AnuI 
G. Lege 
B. Trunk 
IV. Acc ••• orie. 
A. Clothing, General 
B. Clothing, Items 
C. Weapons 
D. Furn! ture 
E. Embe 111 ahmenta5 
An overriding consideration kept in mind by the psycho-
10gista waa the development of an objective rating acale which 
could be utilized by comparatively unaophisticated, non-
psychologically oriented school personnel. aegular classroom 
teachers were to us. the scale .a .ere guidance counselors, .ho 
althoUgh haying 80me training and experience 1n peraonality 
dynamica, haYe l.ss training than psychologists in evaluation 
techniques. 
5 Abraham. B. Berman and Alexander B. Klein and Abbott Lippman, 
"Suman Figure Drawings as a Projective Technique," Journal of 
General PSlcholoSl, XLV (January, 1951), pp. 57-70. --
-Thererore, the obtuscating quality ot some terms 
generic to paychology alone waa caretully avoided. Teacher. 
and guidance counaelors ordinarily have more tamiliaritywith 
quality ratings incorporated in a check list than with any 
other type of evaluation instrument, so that technique waa 
adopted. 
The initial draft of a Draw-A-Person rating scale 
deviaed by the panel ot psyohologists was submitted to members 
of the Indiana School Psychological Association who bad had 
previous experience with evaluat1ng human figure drawings. 
This aasociation i. a protessional group ot sohool psychologists 
who serve schools in Lake County. Indiana; currently all 
school psychologists in the county belong to the association. 
Thus the objective rating scale ror evaluat1ng human 
figure drawings developed for this study is the result ot the 
judgment of titteen practioing school psyohologLsts who have 
had practical experience with the technique. !he number ot 
categories to be developed tor each drawing was believed to be 
suff1c1ent to tap dynamics yet not so lengthy as to be 
fatiguing tor the raters. Twelve categor1es were finally 
selected; all but one had a qualitative five point range 
from (1), the pooreat, to (5), the beat. The one item which 
could not be arranged along such a continuum but was believed 
to be too significant to omit was the first ite., sex ot 
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drawing. It the s.x ot the drawing was the same aa that at the 
drawer, a seore ot tive was assigned, it the sex was opposite, 
a score ot one waa aasigned. The sex ot the pupils Waa the 
only tactor known by the raters. The twelve categories tollow 
and the complete rating aoale la shown in Appendix II, p. 103. 
I. Sex 
II. 8ize ot tigure, in relation to sia. ot paper 
III. Quality ot pencil line 
IV. Omission ot body part., ey.s, lega, arma, hands, 
tingers, nose, ears, halr 
v. Elaboration ot body parts by slze, shading 
or intensity ot lin. 
VI. Addition ot unessential teatures Or details 
to figure or background 
VII. Shading 
VIII. Erasurea 
IX. Theme 
X. Clothing 
XI. SJIUletr;r at body parts, shape or poai tion 
XII. MaturitJ. Elaborate treatment of Adam'. apple, 
tie, buttons, buckle, tly or trousers, 
emphasis ot mouth or breasts indicates immaturity 
GROUP ADMINISTRATION OF THE DRAWING ~S! 
The superintendent of the East Chicago, Indiana, schools 
gaye permission for the group administration ot the Draw-A-Person 
test to be conducted sometime during the tirst two .eeks ot 
school. The principal ot Washington High School, which is a 
2e 
large oomprehensive junior-aeDlor high school, grades 7 through 
12, ot over 2600 pupils which are heterogeneous in term. ot 
ethnic, socio-economic and ability levels, gave his tull 
cooperation in implementing tbe administration ot the test. 
Ordinarily, tho home-room, or advisory period, Is but ten 
minute. In length and is designed merely tor daily announce.nts 
and the recordIng ot pupil attendance; he lengthened the period 
to twenty minutes to provide sufticlent time tor tbe testing. 
Each at the ten teachers ot beginning .eventh grade 
aeotlons reoeived, previous to the day ot the teat adminis-
tration, an envelope containing plain white 20/1 .eight paper, 
penoils and an inatruotion sheet.- The complete instruction 
sheet is reproduoed in APpendix I. p. 100. 
It ... pointed out to the children that no marks were 
to be awarded In any fa.hion to the task they were to be 
asked to do. They were told that there was no right or wrong 
wa, to perform the taak. They were to place the!r ini tial. 
in the upper right-hand corner of the paper, and tollowing 
thelr in! tial., the number one. The exact direotions .ere 
quite simple, "Now I want lOU to make a drawing ot a human 
person. Malte a drawing of a whole person, don't omit arm. or 
lega. Donlt use stiok tlgure.; I want you to make a .erious 
ettort to draw a human person." The instruction sneet 
attempted to provide tor resistance to tbe task by instructing 
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the teacher to reassure Such a group by .tating that this had 
no relation to their ability to draw. Interest waa only in 
bOw they trJ to make a person. For a particularly sophisticated 
group, the teachara were advised to request the pupils' help 
in conduoting an educational experiment. 
fhe pupila were then asked to draw a ~er.on of the sex 
oppo.ite that or their first drawing on the reverae aide or the 
paper. Teachers then collected the drawings and returned them 
in an addressed envelope to the investigator'. ortice. 
After the drawings were returned, they were assigned 
nunbers in the .equence received and in order aa they were 
removed trom tho envelope jacket. Prom the two hundred and 
eighty-nine drawings, a s8.l1ple of thirtl-rlve was drawn using 
a table of ran<iom numbers. '!'be a.ple drawn was completel.,. 
randomized; no categorisation ot the drawings waa made with 
respeot to sex or race or ethnio grouping. previous to the 
.eleotion ot the sample. Neverthele.s, the etticao.,. of the 
method was demonstrated, because the sample had seventeen bo.,.s 
and eighteen girls with a olos_ approximation to the percentage 
ot white, ._gro and Latin .thnic strata ot the school population. 
Exaot comparisons are unknown because ofticial census data is 
not reported raclall.,. or ethnioally_ The pupils' drawings had 
initials and code numbers only to insure that the ratinga and 
lnterpretationa would be completely bllnd, in an absolute 
clinical .ens •• 
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The rationale for a group of thirty·five in tavor ot 
a larger group waa a very practioal, realistic one. These 
drawings were to be evaluated on two dirferent ocoaaions by 
thre. ditterent groupe ot tour profeasional groups eachl school 
peycbologists, guidance counselors and teachers. Also, teachers 
ot all these sections were to be involved in using a behavior 
rating scale tor eaoh ot their 7B sections. It waa decided 
that a group or thirty-tive was the l1m.1t tbat tbaae groups ot 
extremely busy people could evaluate without realiatic 
resistance. 
RATINGS AND PREDICTION OF ADJUSTMENT 
The sample ot drawinga were evaluated, using the rating 
scale in APpendix II, p. 103, tiret by tbe tour sohool psycho-
logists, then the tour guidanoe couna.lors and then tour 
claasroom teaohers. The psychologists represented three 411'1'-
erent school corporations; one from East Ohicago and the three 
other. from neighboring corporations. The guidance counselors 
.ere those a.signed to Washington High School. The teaohers 
.ere trom tbe Bast Chicago Schools and repre.ented tour 
ditterent subjeot areaa: music, English, industrial arts and art. 
Atter the drawings were evaluated by the twelve raters 
using the rating soale, tbey were reciroulated to tbe aame 
groups with a request tor a global interpretation predioting 
either a "good" or "bad" adjustment. 
The g~obal interpretation waa a requeat ~or a dicho-
tomous prediotion ot the adjustment the drawer would make to the 
junior-senior high sohool. The interpretation was speoitioally 
non-struotured. Ratera were to utilize whatever frame ot 
reterenoe they had developed w1th reapeot to analyz1ng drawings 
and predicting adjustment trom thea. The global adjustment 
pred1ctlon rating sheet is reproduoed in Appendix III, p. 106. 
MEASURING PUPILS' ADJUSTMENT 
The determination ot the pup11a- adjustment agalns' 
whioh the prediotlon would be validated waa achieved b1 three 
ditterent oriteria: The Calitornia Teat ot Per.onalit" 
Intermediate Level, 19S3 revision; an adaptation ot the Science 
Researoh Assooiates' Rating SOa~e tor Pupil AdjustmentJ and 
the MiChigan f'ioture Test. 
The California Teat ot Peraonalit7 haa long been used 
in publio school s1tuations for personality testing. It. 
eaa. ot administration and uae aa a oontrolled group interview 
have resulted in Its use in hundreds ot communi tie. to t.at 
thousanda ot pupils.6 It is a fast and praotical method ot 
surveying large groups. 
6S!5jgl ot Investigations. Number One. California Teat ot 
Peraona I (MOnterey, allfornia: California te.i Bureau;- --
1956), p. • 
so 
!he Rating Scale for Pupl1 Adju.tment wa. ua.d to 
a ••••• a very practlcal aap.ct or adjustment, behavlor in the 
cla •• roOB. ..a.urlng adjustment to the .chool .ituation i. a 
function ot the cla •• room teacher, trom whom most ret.rral. tor 
psychologioal .ervlc •• orlginate. Being very practical again, 
most psychological worker. would aooept an adjustment to the 
school situation as a .atistactory on. 1t a pupil's teacher. 
reported that the pupil'. behavior in their ola •••• wa. 
sati.tactory_ 
The Miohigan Fioture Te.t was ut11i •• d as a projective 
screening instruaent to find those pupl1. with proble •• who 
might bav. not been a ••••• ed aa maladjusted by tbe other two 
In.truments. 
The Calitornia Te.t ot P.raonalit1 is a pap.r and 
penol1 taat ot peraonallty uaing a queationnaire t.ohnique_ 
The .ari •• conaiat. ot tlve que.tionnaire. tor aucc ••• lve 
developmental levelaa (1) Primarl Serl •• ,Kindergarten through 
third grad., (a) El •• entarJ Seriea, grade. tour through elgbt, 
(S) Intermediate Serle., grade •• even through ten, (4) Secondary 
Sarie., grade. seven through ten, and (5) Adult Serie •• 
The two prinoipal component. are Selt Adjustment and 
Soclal AdJustBent. Self Adjustment has six .ubte.t. titled 
.elf-reliance, sanse ot personal worth, .ense ot personal 
treedom, teeling ot belonging, withdrawing tendencle., and 
nervous .ymptoms. Social Adjustment has six parts: social 
standards, sooial skills, ant:'social tendencies, famill 
relations, school relations, and community relation.. There 
are fitteen questiona in each aubtest. Reviewers .tate that 
the Oalitornia T~st ot Personality is as valid as paper and 
pencl1 questionnaire tlpe ot personality lnventorie. are 
concerned. In fact, it is regar4ed aa among the better one. 
available.7 
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All tbirtl-tive pupils in the sample group completed 
the test near tbe end of the seventh grade. Theil" score. were 
us.d to validate the results ot the obJectlve rating soale 
and tbe global interpretation applied to the pupils' human 
figure drawings. 
The Rating Icale tor Pupil Adjustment was developed bl 
the MiChigan Department ot Education as part ot .. re.earoh 
project with the Miohigan Picture Te.t. The eleven area. of 
personalltl -- over-all emotional adjustment, soolal maturitl, 
tendencl toward depre •• ion, tendencl toward aggressive behavior, 
extroverslon-introversion, emotional .ecurity, motor oontrol, 
impulsiveness, emotional irrltabilit" school achievement, and 
school conduct -- are all rated on a five-point scale. It ls 
designed tor use bl ola.sroo. teachers who have had the 
70soar Krisen Buras (ed.), The Fifth Mental Measurementa 
Yearbook (Highland Park, New Jerny: fh. (lryphOn Press, 1959), 
p. 102. 
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opportunity to observe pupils. 
Landis reports that a generalized trait as emotion-
ality can be rated with considerable accuracy and suggest. that 
a person may get a rairly valid total impre.sion, even when he 
cannot give specific reasons tor hi. ratings. 8 
The Rating Soale tor Pupil Adjuatment appear. to meet 
sati.factorily several ot the criteria set forth by strang tor 
improving the quality or rating scalea. 
By detining or describing the characteristic clearly 
and concretely_ By mal<:ing a rating scale that 
exempliti.s these desirable teatur.s: <a> a reasonable 
number ot itema to rat.; (b) choice of characteriatics 
that can be observed under the given conditions, 
(0) olear indioations of degree, frequenoy or inteusity • 
••• By baving the aame pupil rated under 41fterent 
oonditions by three or more raters. By giving am~le 
t1me tor ob.ervation prior to rating.9 
Buro.' reviewer reports that it see.s a well oonceived 
instrument. However, it should not be uaed alone tor personality 
evaluation, but within a framework ror recording ob.ervationa.10 
All teaohers or seventh grade .eotions received .ix 
copies or the rating scale and were asked to rate the three 
beat and three most poorly adjusted pupils in their clas.es. 
8Carner Landi., "The Justifioation ot Judgments: A study 
of Reasona Given by Raters in Support or Their Judgments ot 
Emotionality; Stability, and Expressiveness," Journal of 
Personnel Re.earoh, IV (Ma1, 1925), p. 18. --
9Ruth Strang, Counse11Ei Techniques !e Colleee ~ 
Seoondary Sohool (New York: Harper and Bros., 194 ), p. 78. 
lOBuroa, p. 103. 
Teachers or physical eduoation, vocational education and home 
economics were not aeked to varticipate because tho.. clas.e. 
are .egregated b, .ex and the clas.e. are composed or .overal 
•• ctlona blurr.d together. Thererore, the re.ult. ot this 
torced choice technique appli.d to the.e cla.... would have 
.ought a comparison between pupil. in ne. group.. Pupils who 
were rated by any teacher a. poorl, adjusted were placed into 
the not adju.ted diohotomy tor stati.tical interpretation. 
Seven of the total .ample .ere .0 oategorized by their teaohers. 
The cover letter given to each teacher and the rating 
.cale it.elt i. represented in Appendix IV, page lOR, and 
Appendix V, page 109, respectively. 
Th. Micb1gan Picture fest is a projective test de.igned 
to evaluate the emotional reactions of children eight to 
tourteen years. It baa a .et ot .ixteen TA'I'-lik:e atimulwa 
cards of acene. depicting intra-familial contlict., contlict. 
with authority figures, contlicts involving physioal danger, 
sexual difficultie., school situation contlicts, reelings ot 
per.onal inadequaoy, contusiona in .elt percept, contlicts 
involving aggressive drive., and feelings of .ocial inadequacy. 
ot tbe .ixteen picture., four are for use with boy. only and 
four f.'or u.e with girls only; thererore, only twelve pictures 
are pre sented to any one .;<'~-r~~'-~i·'~;ol.W: '<l~re pic ture. may be 
u •• d a. a abort .or •• {":~~~'6J:ef~e~~1 emotional 
",< jus--"'. '; l;; "i \f:: ,-; ,'y ) 
Co'" " ......... ". " ',-~ 
" L I.':, • ,':"} ,,/" 
Each ot the thirty-tive pupil. 1n the .waple re.ponded, 
In an ind1 vidual interview, to the tour core oard... The 
clinical intervie. was taped and a verbatim transcription ot 
their comments was analyzed tor verb ten.e. The authors report 
evidenoe ot the over-all relationship between ten.e and 
adjustment. A disproportionate emphasis on past tense tends 
to indicate avoidance ot a current contlict .ituation, 
evidence ot a regre.sive trend as a major mechanism ot detense, 
schizoid character structure, and either submissiveness or 
isolation (divorce ot attect trom the rest ot the personality 
in varying degrees; hence, loss ot spontaneity). Overemphaal. 
on present tenae aeem. to indicate an attempt to deal with 
conflict situations by compulsivity or pedantry, disturbed 
personality structure In which anal characterlatics predOminate, 
and relatively .ttective intellectual functioning.ll 
A pupil was categorized as either adjusted or not 
adjusted by comparing his percentages ot verb tenses tor the 
tour core plctup,es with a table ot critical score. showing 
probable maladjustment. On past tense all score. talling at 
or above eighteen percent were maladjusted; on pre.ent ten.e, 
all score. at or below seventy percent were maladjusted.12 
llG1ven Andre. et ale The M1Ch1ean Picture Test (Chicago: 
Science Re.earch A.iOcI'ite.-;-rnc., l~S), pp. S9=iO 
12Ibid • p. 83. 
-
Thr.e difterent method. of a •••• sing the pupil.-
adjustment and two method. of evaluating the drawings were 
used to assure that the study wouldn't become too narrow or 
delimited and thus deny it. possible applications to other 
pract1cal situation •• 
CHAPTER IV 
STATISTICAL DESIGN 
This reaearch i8 an attempt to determine the effect-
iveneas ot the Draw-A-Pel'son test administered in a group 
situation tor predicting the adjustment ot .eventh graders to 
a jun1or-senior high school situation. 
Data trom the pupils' drawings are to be treated 1n 
several ways. Initially when an objective rating scale 1s used 
to score each drawing, the results are re~ort.d in a linear 
scal.. Three groupa ot tour psychologists, tour guidance 
counaelors and tour classroom teachers w111 each evaluate the 
drawings. The pupil's adjustment will be determined DY three 
instrumenta: the Calitornia Test ot Personality, Intermediate 
Level; an adaptation ot the Science Research Aa.ociates l 
Rating Scale tor Pup11 AdJustMent; and tl~ Michigan Picture 
Teat. 
Data trom tbe rating scale and the Calitornia 'est ot 
Per~ona11tl can be m.an1ngtul1l treated, along with reliability 
indices, with a Person product-moment correlation. Thia data 
was analyzed at the Loyola University Data Proce •• ing Center, 
using the Univeraity ot Cincinnati's Program No. IMP031 
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applied to an IBM 1401 oomplex. l However, the adjustment 
prediction to be made trom the global interpretation ot the 
drawing 1a a1mply olassifioatory, 1.e., a diohotomous cla8si-
tication ot predicting a "good or a "poor" adjustment. The 
ratings ot pupil adjustment on the other two measures, the 
Rating Scale for Pup11 Adjustment and the Miohigan Plcture Teat, 
are also to be treated in a dichotomous fashion. 
The California Te.t of Personality was to be treated 
with correlation teohnique. but it waa alao treated in a 
dichotomous nature with the global Interpretation. by grouping 
tho •• pupils who scored at the 30th percentile or lower aa 
poorly adjusted. 
Nonparam.tric statistical tests have, theretore, been 
selected tor treating the data not amenable to correlation 
techniques. Siegel has a careful analy.i. of the dlffereno •• 
between parametrl0 and nonparametric t.sts: 
A nonparametrio .tatistical test 1s a test whose 
model doe. not .pec1fy oonditlons about the parameters 
of the populatlon trom which the t.st was drawn. 
Certain a.sumptions are associated wlth most non-
parametrio statlstioal teats, 1.e., that the 
observations are independent and that the variable 
und.rstudy has underlying contlnulty. but the •• 
assumptions are tewer and muoh weaker than those 
assooiated with parametric tests, (1.e., that the 
observations must be drawn trom normally distr1buted 
lMeoo.~. Handbook ot comtuter APilloations in BI010Sl and 
MedioIne.art I, statTitIca Slate.a (UnIversity ot OInoinnati, 
19611), p. ~ 
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population., that the.e population. must have the .ame 
variance). Moreover, nonparametrio te.t. do not require 
meaaurement. .0 .trong aa those required tor the para-
metric te.t.; most nonparametric test. apply to data in 
an original .cale, and aome apply also to data 1n a 
nominal soale.2 
The random sample tor this study i& drawn trom an 
incoming class ot a.bout 300 seventh graders in a large, urban, 
junior-senior hlt)l. Even were the assumption ot a nOl"l'nally 
distributed sample to be made, the global interpretation ot the 
two measur,s8 ot adjustment rating demand nonparametric treatment. 
The advantage. ot nonparametric statistical teata are listed 
by Siegel. 
1. Probability statements obtained trom most no~para­
metric .tatistical testa are exaot probabilltle. (except 
in the oase of large samples, where exoellent approxi-
mations are available), regardless ot the shape ot the 
population distribution trom whioh the random sample 
was drawn. The accuracy ot the probability atatement 
does not depend on the shape of the population ••• 2. It 
sample size. a. small a. N equal 6 are used, there i. 
no alternative to using a nonparametric atatist.ical 
te.t unle •• the nature ot the populatlon diatribution 
1. known exactly ••• 4. Nonparametrl0 statistical tests 
are avalable to treat data which are inherently in 
ranka as well as data who.e .e.mingly numerical .corea 
have the .trength of ranks. That 1., the reaearcbar 
may only be able to .a1 of hi. .ubjects ,hat one has 
more or le •• of the characteristio tban another, 
without being able to say how much more or le ••••• 
o. Nonparametrlc methods are available to treat data 
whioh are .imply olassificatory, i.e., are measured 
in a nominal .oal •• 3 
2S1dney Slegel, !on~r~trlc !tatistic~ tor the Behavioral 
SCienoe., (New York: Mc~aw-Hlll Book Co., Ini:T,-r906, pp. 19-33. 
31b1d. 
-
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fo determine whe~er the Draw-A-Person test globally 
interpreted to predict a good or poor adjustment and validated 
by the dichotomous nature of the Rating Scale for Pupl1 
Adjustment and the Michigan Picture Test actually makes thi& 
prediction tenable, the rollowing null bypothesla waa presented; 
tnat there ia no ditference between the grou.p. predioted to 
make a good adjuatmen' or tho.e predicted to make a poor adJuat-
ment. The h7pothesi& oou.ld be refuted only ir a aign1ricant 
difference was pre.ented betw.en the two groupa. 
The slgniricanoe of the ditterence b,tween the groups 
is tound by the computatlon ot a chi square by meana ot a two 
way contingency table method descrlbed by Mayo.4 
i[_f~(Y\.'J -1 
x2 : n.. i f1 i. j r'\ j 
Mayo's rormula follows I ( 1-' .) ] } 
Mayo's article actually reports two formulae, the above 
to be used when the number ot columns 1& great-=:r than the 
number of row.. The second i. to be used when the number or 
rows i. greater than the number ot columna. When the number 
of rowa and column. ia equal, either tormula may be used. 
The rollow1ng notationa are observed: 
r denotes the number of rOW8 
4aamuel T. Mayo, "A Oomputing Routine for Ohi Square 
Without Expeoted Frequencie. in a Two-Way Oontingency Table," 
P.lcbolo~lcal New.letter, X, 1958, pp. 286-88. 
c denote. the number or columna 
11'1j denote. the cell rrequency common to the i th row 
and the jth column 
ni. 
cf 
~ j niJ i. the total rrequency tor the ith row 
n.3 -'En - i iJ is the total frequency ot the 3th oolumn 
n 4~nij !!:Tni • .!!!1n.J deDote. the total frequency •• tor the table 
Mayo haa worked out a geometric interpretation of the 
.ymbolism tor the contingency table. Thi. interpretation i. 
shown in Table 1, page 41, and was u.ed as a model and the 
observed rrequencie. were cast in such a table. An example ot 
a computational table used to find the value ot a chi .quare, 
showing the number of degree. of freedom and the signiticance 
level is shown in Table 4, page 52 • 
To determine tbe prediotive value ot individual cate-
gorie. ot the objective rating .cale against the total and 
subtsst acorea ot the California Test ot Personality and the 
predictive errect of adding cate60ries or the scale another 
computer program was utilized.. Thi. program or generalized. 
stepwi.e multiple regression could also analyze the variance 
due to the raters.o A program or this magnitude demands a 
computer with an extremely large memory unit; and IBM 7094 
coupled. with the 7040 located at the University ot Chicago 
was used. to analyze the data. 
5Biomedical Computer Pr0!2ams (Los Angeles: The School ot 
MedicIne, UCLA, I964), pp. 2 2-,3. 
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TABLE 1 
MAYO'S SYMBOLISM FOR R X S OONTINGENOY TABLE 
B 
j - 1 2 j • 
- -- ---
1 - 1 nll n12 n1j 0.1. 0.1. 
--- ---
2 ~l ~2 ~j ~. n2. 
--- ---
A 
- -- ---
1 nl1 n12 nlj llt. nl. 
--- ---
------ -- - ---- - - - ----
r Dz-l 
=======---====---========== ~-~ ----
n.1 0..2 n.j n.a n •• 
Fig. 2. Repre.entation ot Symbol!.m tor r x • Oontingency Table 
where 
A & B reter to the attribute. by which the attrlbutes are 
claa.lfled 
r denote. the number ot row. 
• denote. the number of column. 
1 denote. any row number trom 1 to r 
j denote. any column number tram 1 to • 
nlj denote. the cell t"requelloy common to the Ith row and the 
Jth column 
nl. ~ Z Dj. j 1. the total frequeno1 tor the 1 th row j 
n.j !It ~D.tj Is the total freQuenoy tor the jth column. 
Z.-~ 2 Z 
e 1 j Dtj e i 0.1. ~ jn. j denote. the total t"requency tor the table n •• 
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The rater'. soore. for eaoh category ot the objective 
rating scale tor all thirty-five pupils were keypunohed into 
data processing oards. There was a oard tor each pupil'a 
rating tor eaoh of the twelve rater., a total ot 420 card •• 
Table •• Ulnrn.arizing therasulta ot this oomputer program are 
numbers 41 through '7. pages 76 through 89. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
AGREEMENT OF RA'l'ERS 
81~t7-s1x correlations were necessary to demonstrate 
the inter-judge agreement ot the total acore uaing the objectiye 
rating acale. Tabl. 2, INTER-JUDGE AGREEMENT ON THE DRAW-A-
PERSON RATING SCALE, page 45, i. a listing ot thos. correlations. 
All but one of the correlationa, each with thirty-three degreea 
ot freedom, i. significant at the .05 level. Four .ere .igni-
ticant only at the .05 le.el, but aixty-one ot the sixty-aix 
correlationa are aignifioant at the .01 level. For eaae in 
reference 1n th1a and all aubsequent table., the paychologists 
are aasigned letter. A, B, C and Di the cOUDaelors numeral. 
I, II, III and IV; and the teaohers W, X, Y and Z. 
It 1. important to note that all but one ot the 
correlat1ona bet.een the group. ot psychologists, counselora and 
teachers .ere signifioant. The correlations between counselors 
and Machers and each other were the only ones that dipped 
below the .01 level. It is apparent, then, that counselors and 
clasaroom teachers can agr.e with school psychologists on an 
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objective scoring or the Draw-A-?erson technique administered 
1n a group situation. The obJective rating scale developed by 
a panel or school psychologists could be used by other school 
psychologists and guidance counselors and classroom teachers to 
to score human rigure drawings administered in a group situation 
and their total scores would agree aign1ricantly. 
'fABLE 2 
liTER-JUDGE AGREEMENT ON THE DRAW-A~fEHSON 'RAr.rl.NGSCALE 
Palchologiata Counaelors---~- '-'-'- ---'leachirs 
A BCD I II If I IV • f y 
P87cho1og1ata 
B .57&* 
C .516* .496* 
D .780* .657* .4640 
~ouna.10". 
I .678* .55~* .653* .690* 
II ."h.O_.~~.~h .M~ 
III .517* .442* .419* .54D* .512~ .600* 
IV .496* .459* .453* .463* .39~.533* .517* 
~aohel'. 
W .703* .490* .60Cl* .740* .634* .733* .586* .559* 
X .65&* .678* .4a5* .766* .493* .671* .636·~· .595-:,' .750* 
y .587* .596* .561* .627* .622* .486* .466* .271 .44~* .409** 
Z .779* .599* .451* .793* .734* .546* .407**.412~'"* .659* .537* .573* 
*aIg. at .01 • 
~*s1g. at .05 ~ 
"6 
Thus thefirat hypothesis of this study 1s tenable, for 
it has been demonstrated that there is signifioant agreement 
between the groups. This is, however, but a reliabillty indexi 
the more pertinent question is whether what thel are agreeing on 
has any predictive signitioanoe. 
THE OBJECTIVE RATI~G SCALE AND THE CALIFORNIA T~ST OF PERSONALITY 
Table 3, page 48, CORRELATION BETWEEN PUPIL SCORES ON 
THE OBJECTIVE RATING SCALI AND PUPIL ADJUSTMENT SCORES ON THE 
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY, list. the correlation between 
the rater's total score. tor each pupll and that pupills acore 
on the personality test. The California Test ot Personality has 
a total percentl1e score and the two subte.t scores, Personal 
Adjustment and Total Adju8~ent. 
No slgnificant relationahipa appear. 
ot thirty-six correlations are negative ones. 
In fact, titteen 
APparently there 
i. no meaningtul relationship between the total score on the 
objeotive rating scale and tbe soares on either the California 
Teat ot Personality, total score or It. two subtests, Personal 
Adjustment and Sooial Adjustment. Notwlthstanding the tact that 
the callfornia Teat ot Personality is as well regarded aa any 
paper and pencll personalit1 test, the invalid properties at 
this type ot instrument must be indioated. Many test users 
agree that even young people are able to respond in an insincere 
tashion to color their responses, for the test questions are 
quite transparent. Also, so.e maintain that only the moat 
seriously disturbed are unable to respond in a manner to gain 
.7 
a favorable adjustment rating. Therefore, the use ot this teat 
as a criterion ot adjustment might be questioned; however, it 
was used since paper and pencil personality tests are in rather 
general use, especially 1n school situations. 
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TABLE 3 
CORRELATION BETWEEN PUPIL SCORES ON THE OBJECTIVE RATING SCALE 
AND PUPIL ADJUSTMENT SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA 'l'JSST OF PERSONALITY 
Score on Object- Total Score on Subte.t So ore • Subte.t Score, 
lve Drawing Calit'orn1a Test Personal Social 
Ra ting Soale or Personality Adjustment AdJus tJsent 
-
Psychologists 
A .030 .026 .073 
B -.248 -.172 -.2~0 
0 .093 -.021 .194 
D .044 .053 .044 
Counselors 
I .01' -.004 .061 
II -.024 -.081 .034 
III -.239 .... 170 
-.2'5 
IV .071 .056 -.101 
Teachers 
W .114 .086 .149 
X .075 .151 -.008 
Y -.037 -.015 
-.01' 
Z .099 .087 .112 
GLOBAL PREDICTIOH AND TEACHER RATINGS OF ADJUSTMENT 
Tables 4 through 15, pages 52 through 58, 1llustrate 
the relationships bet •• en the rater's dichotomized global pre-
diction of the pupil making either a "sood" or a ftpoorft adjust-
ment and the classroom teachera' ratings of that pupil·s 
adjustment. It is wi thin thia framework that the technique 
would have moat applicab1l1ty to a public achool situation. 
Claaaroom teachera oont1nually make aaae.amenta of the adjust-
ment. ot their pup1ls, even though their rating i. not applied, 
most usually, to any model and their evaluative criteria are 
the seta of reapon.e. they expeot from pupils wi thin the 
classroom. The ratera made a non-structured global predict10n 
of each pupil. A pupil was cast into a four cell contingency 
table as illustrated in Table 4, page 52, depending upon bl. 
categorization by the claasroom teachers of hi. adjustment. 
Psychologiat A, as demonstrated in Table 4, waa able to 
predict adjustment to a signiflcant degree. With a X2 ot 9.66, 
with one degree ot freedom, the null hypothesia of no difference 
bet.een the categori.s can be rejected wlthout question. P.y-
cholog1st B'. X2, while approaChing the 10 percent level of 
significance, was not high enough to be able to reject the null 
hypotr;6ais. Psychologists C and D both were alao able to 
predict aignificantl,; ~.ychologist C at the .005 level ot 
significance and D at the .01 level. 
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ot the tour guidance counselora, li8ted in table. 8 
through 11, only counselor IV was to prediot at a level high 
enoui',;h to reject the null hypothesis. Counselor IV with a X2 
of 4.07, could make a significant prediction at the .05 level 
of confidence. 
Of the tour classroom teachers only teacher III, and 
teacher IV could make a prediction of significance. Teacher III, 
a vocational education instructor, with a Xi of 4.83 demonstrated 
that the null hypothesi. could be rejected at the .05 level ot 
confidence. Teacher IV, an art teacher, had a X2 ot 6.91, 
high enough to reject the null hypothesia at the .01 level. 
A aummary of the twelve raters using a global interpre-
tation of a pupil's human tigure drawing to predict either a 
good or a bad adjustment validated by clas.room teacher ratings 
at pupil adjustment indicate that siz were able to categori.e 
pupils to a signiticant degree. Sl.x raters were unable to 
predict significantly_ It is important to not. that three ot 
the successtul raters .ere the school psycholociists, who have 
had the most experience with the Draw-A-Person technique. 
Es.entially, however, the tact remains that only half ot the 
raters could predict adjustment successtully, even with a chi 
square technique. In this evaluation ot the success ot a 
global prediction tor adjustment validated by teacher ratines 
at adjustment, it mu.t be concluded that the prediction is not 
succe •• tul enough to be accepted a8 a acreening device to 
identity pupils who w111 become school problema. 
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TABLB " 
ILLUSTRATIVE 2X2 CONTINGENCY TABLE USING MAYO'S MODEL 
P8ychologist A'. DAP Global - teacher t • Rating. o~ Behavior 
Teaoher'. Ratings 
or aehavior 
. 
Adjusted 
Not Adju8ted 
Total 
Pol1owing is 
j niJ Ilt 
20 29 
0 6 
9 29 
6 6 
'S7chologi.t A'. DAP Global Interpretation 
AdJu8ted lot Adjusted fota1 
20 9 29 
0 6 6 
- - -
20 15 35 
the oomputation or the ohi square 
n2iJ n2iJ/Dt 
4.00 
0 
81 
36 
1.3.793103 
0.000000 
13.798161/20 
2.793103 
6.000000 
iJ.7§!16S/15 
• .6896551 
• .58620686 
1.§1IMI01 
-1.00000000 
, .§75861§1 
x2 • 35(0.27586196) • 9.65516860 
dt • 1 
p a< .01 
Table E in Guilford'. third edition ot Fundamental Sta-
............................. --
tistio. ~ Pszcholo&z ~ Education was used tor determining 
level. ot .igniticance ot X2.1 
lJ.F. Guiltord, Fundamental Statistics 12 PaycholoiZ and 
EducatIon (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1§!a), p:-!40. 
TABLB 5 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR PSYCHOLOGIST B DAP GLOBAL 
IBTEBPRETATION AND !ZACHER RATINGS OF BEHAVIOR 
Teacher Ratings 
ol Behavior 
Adjusted 
No' Adjusted 
Total 
x2 • 2.1.5 
d1' • 1 
p < .20 
DAP Global 
Adjusted Hot AdJusted 
19 10 
2 
" - -21 14 
'l'ABLI 6 
OONTINGENCY TABLE FOR PSYCHOLOGIST C DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION ABD !ZACHER RATINGS OF BEHAVIOR 
Teacher Ratings 
ot Behavior 
Adjusted 
Not Adjusted 
Total 
x2 • 4.83 
d1' • 1 
p « .05 
DAP Global 
6dJuated Not AdJuated 
17 11 
1 6 
-
18 17 
Total 
29 
6 
-
35 
Total 
28 
7 
-
as 
TABLE 7 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR PSYCHOLOGIST D DAP GLOBAL 
IBTERPRETATIOB AND TEACHER RATINGS OF BEHAVIOR 
Teacher Ratings 
ot Behavior 
Adjusted 
Not Adjusted 
Total 
X2 • 7.88 
dt • 1 
p < .01 
Adjusted 
23 
2 
-
25 
TABLE 8 
DAP Global 
Not Adjusted 
5 
5 
-
10 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR COUNSELOR I DAP GLOBAL 
IBTERPRETATION AND TEACHER RATINGS OP BEHAVIOR 
Teacher Ratlngs 
ot Behavlor 
Adjusted 
.lot Adjusted 
Total 
X2 • .029 
dt • 1 
p -( .90 
Adjusted 
15 
" -
19 
DAP Global 
Not Adjusted 
13 
3 
-
16 
64 
Total 
S8 
7 
-
35 
Total 
28 
7 
-
35 
TABLE 9 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR COU1JSELOB II DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND TEACHER RATINGS OP BEHAVIOR 
Teacher Ratinga 
ot aehavior 
AdJuated 
Not Adjusted 
Total 
x2 • 2.74 
dt • 1 
p « .10 
DAP Global 
Adjuated Bot AdJuated 
lS 10 
2 6 
- -
20 15 
'ABLE 10 
CONTINGEI'CY TABLE FOil COUNSELOR III DAP GLOBAL 
INftRPRETA'lIO. AND BACHER RATINGS or BEHAVIOR 
'leaoher fta tings 
ot Behavior 
Adjuated 
Not Adjusted 
Total 
x2 • .28 
dt • 1 
p < .70 
DA.P Global 
AdJusted Not AdJ us ted 
11 l7 
2 5 
- -
a 28 
66 
Total 
2S 
7 
-
35 
'1'otal 
28 
7 
-
16 
TABLE 11 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR COUNSELOR IV DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND TEACHER RATINGS OP BEHAVIOR 
Teacher Ratings 
of Behavior 
Adjusted 
NotAdjusted 
Total 
X2 • 4.07 
dt • 1 
p < .05 
DAP Global 
Adjusted »ot AdJusted 
25 3 
4 3 
- -
29 6 
TABLE 12 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR TEACHIR W DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND TEACHER BATIIGS OF BEHAVIOR 
Teacher Ratings 
ot Behavior 
Adjusted 
Not Adjusted 
Total 
X2 '& 1.i4 
dt • 1 
p < .20 
DAP Global 
Adjusted Not Adjusted 
12 16 
1 6 
- -
13 22 
56 
Total 
28 
7 
35 
Total 
28 
7 
-
35 
TABLE 13 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOB TEACHER X DAF GLOBAL 
IBTERPRETATIOB AND TEACHER RATINGS OF BEHAVIOR 
Teacher Batinga 
ot Behavior 
Adjuated 
Not Adjuated 
Total 
X2 • 1.9. 
dt' • 1 
p < .20 
Adjuated 
12 
1 
-
a 
TABLE 1" 
J)AP Global 
lot Adjusted 
16 
6 
-
21 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOB TEACHER Y DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND TEACHER RATINGS OF BEHAVIOR 
Teacher Batings 
ot Behavior 
Adjusted 
Not Adjuated 
Total 
X2 • 4.83 
dt • 1 
P < .05 
DAP Global 
AdJusted Not AdJuated 
17 11 
1 6 
- -
18 17 
67 
total 
88 
7 
-
S5 
Total 
28 
7 
-
35 
TABLE 15 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR TEACHER Z DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND TEACHER RATINGS OF BEHAVIOR 
Teaoher Rat1ngs 
ot Behavior 
Adjusted 
Not Adjusted 
Total 
x2 • 6.91 
d1" *' 1 
p < .01 
DAP Global 
AdJusted Not AdJusted 
19 9 
1 6 
-
20 15 
58 
Total 
2S 
7 
35 
59 
GLOBAL PREDIOTION AND THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
!he global prediction by each rater was next validated 
againat the Callfornia Teat of Peraonality, which was also 
diohotomized so that it could be treated by the X2 model. In 
this oase, scorea at or below the 30th percentile were conald-
ered evldence ot a poor adjustment. Tables 16 through 27, 
pag.s 60 through 65, are 111uatratlve. 
Bone ot the twelve raters could globally predict adjust-
ment to a slgnlficant degr.e when that adjustment was measured 
by a cut-off score applied to the California Test of Personality. 
Global prediotions of adjustment must, therefore, be regarded 
as unSuitable, on the b.a1s ot thia sampling, tor use in the 
public schools tor ldentit1lng potential problem pupils. 
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TABLB 16 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR PSYCHOLOGIST A DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
J)AP Global 
Calitornia Test 
or Personalit, Adjustecl ,ot Aclju.sted Total 
Adjusted 11 6 1'1 
Not Adjuatecl 10 8 18 
- - -
Total 21 14 35 
Xl • • 31 
u- 1 p< .'10 
fABLB 17 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR PSYCHOLOGIST B DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
DAP Global 
Calitornia Tea' 
ot Personalit, AdJusted Bot Adju.ate4 Total 
Adjusted 11 6 1'1 
lot AdJuated 10 8 18 
- - -
Total 11 14 &5 
X2 • 
.31 
dt :I 1 
p < .'10 
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TABLE 18 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOB PSYCHOLOGIST C DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
DAP Global 
Calitornia T.st 
ot Personality Adjusted Bot Adjusted Total 
AdJu.sted 9 8 17 
Not Adjusted. 9 9 18 
- - -
Total 18 17 35 
Xi • 
.03 
<it • 1 
p < .90 
TABLE 19 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR PSYCHOLOGIST D DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND CALIPORNIA TES'!' OF PERSONALITY 
DAP Global 
Calitornia '.feat 
ot Peraonality Ad.juated Not Adjusted Total 
Ad.Justed 12 5 1'7 
Hot Adjusted 12 6 l! 
- -
Total 24 11 H 
X2 • .06 
dt • 1 
P < .90 
TABLB 20 
OONTINGENCY TABLE FOR COUNSELOR I DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
DAP Global 
Oalifornia Teat 
of Feraonalltz AdJusted lot AdJuated Total 
Adjusted 
Not Adjusted 
Total 
X2 • .25 
df • 1 
p < .70 
9 
a 
-
17 
TABLB 21 
8 
10 
-
18 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR COUNSELOR II DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AID CALIPORBIA tEST OF PERSONALITY 
DAP Global 
Cal.ltol'nia Tes' 
17 
18 
-
35 
ot Personall!1 Adjus'ed lot Adjusted Total 
Adjusted 
Not Adjuated 
Total 
12 ., .04 
dt • 1 
P '" .90 
10 
10 
-
20 
7 17 
8 18 
- -
15 35 
62 
63 
'fABLE 22 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR COUNSELOR III DA£ GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
DAP Global 
Cal.lfornia Teat 
of Peraonalltl Adjusted Not Adjuated. Total 
Adjusted. I) 12 17 
Not Adjuated 8 10 18 
- - -
Total 13 22 35 
X2 • .85 
d.f • 1 
p< • 50 
TABLE ~ 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR COUHSELOR IV DAP GLOBAL 
II!EHPBE'1'A'l'IOH ADD CALIFORNIA !ES~ OF PBRSOIALI!Y 
nAP GlObal 
o ali torni a 'eat 
ot 'eraonal1tl AclJuated lot Adjusted Total 
Adjuated 16 I 18 
lot Ad.juated 13 
" 
1'7 
- - -
Total 29 6 35 
. 
X2 • .95 
Ua 1 
p < .50 
TABLE 24 
CONTINGENOY TABLE POR TEACHER W DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
DAP Global 
California 'e.t 
of Persona11 tl .. AdJusted Hot AdJusted Tota~ 
Adjulted 
Not Adjusted 
Total 
x2 • .23 
d.f .. 1 
p <: .70 
7 10 
6 12 
- -
13 22 
TABLE 25 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR TEACHER X DAF GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATIOH AND CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
DAP Global 
Ca11fornia Test 
17 
18 
-
35 
of Peraonalitl AdJusted Not AdJusted total 
AdjusteC1 
Not Adjusted 
Total 
Xi = .07 
d.f • 1 
p < .80 
5 
6 
-
11 
12 17 
12 l8 
- -
24 S5 
64 
TABLE 26 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR TEACHER Y DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AID OALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
D41' Global 
Oalitornia reat 
.0£ Personal! tl Adjusted Not AdJusted 110 1;8.1 
Adjusted 10 7 
Not Adjusted 11 7 
- -
Total 21 14 
TABIB 27 
OONTINGENOY TABLE FOR TEACHER Z DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND OALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
DAP Global 
California Test 
17 
18 
-
35 
ot Peraona11~ AdJuated Not Adjusted fotal 
Adjusted 
Not Adjusted 
Total 
X2 • .03 
dt .-.: 1 
p < .90 
• 
$) 
9 
-
18 
8 17 
9 18 
- -
17 35 
65 
66 
GLOBAL PREDICTION AND THE MICHIGAN PICTURE !EST 
Finally, the global prediotion by each rater was vali-
dated againat the pupil'a oategorization ot good or poo~ adjust-
lllent on the basis ot his verb tense ar...alys::' Ii 011 his protoool 
ot the Miohigan Pioture Teat. The pupil was identified as 
maladjusted it eighteen or more percent ot his verb tens.. were 
paat ten.e and also it seventy peroent or tewer were present 
tense verb torms. The oontingency table. tor all twelve raters 
are 1n Tabl •• 28 through 39 on pag •• 67 through 72. 
ot the twelve raters who.e prediotion ot adjustment wa. 
val!dated by the Michigan Pioture T.st, only one, Teaoher Ill, 
an industrial eduoation instruotor, was able to prediot 
successtully. His ohi square ot 5.30 allows the null hypothesi. 
to be rejeoted at the .05 level ot confidenoe. 
'fABLB 28 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR PSYCHOLOGIST A DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND MICHIGAN PICTURE TEST 
Michigan Picture 
Teat 
Adjuated 
Not Adjusted 
Total 
Xi • .29'15 
d.f ... 1 
p <: .50 
DAl G~obal 
!dJusted Bot AdJuated 
1'1 11 
.- S 
- -
21 l' 
tABLE 29 
OOITINGENCY TABLE FOR PSYOHOLOGIST B DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND MICHIGAH PICTURE 1'~8! 
Michigan Picture 
'lest 
Adjusted 
Not Adjusted 
total 
Xi • 2.1876 
4.f' • 1 
p < .20 
Adjusted 
18 
3 
-
21 
DAP Global 
Hot Adjusted 
9 
5 
-
l' 
6'1 
total 
as 
'1 
-
36 
'1'0 tal 
2'1 
8 
-
35 
68 
TABLE 30 
CORTIHGENCY TABLE POR PSYCHOLOGIST C DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND MICHIGAN PICTURE TES! 
. 
DA.P Global 
Michigan Picture 
Te.t AdJua.ecl Bot AdJuated 'lotal 
Adjuated. 15 a 28 
Not Adju.ated 2 I) 7 
- - -
Total 1'1 18 36 
X2 • 1.4011 
dt" • 1 
p < .10 
'lABLE 31 
CON'lIHGEICY TABLE FOR PSYCHOLOGIST D DAP GLOBAL 
IBTBIPRETATIOB AND MIOHIGAN FICTURE TES~ 
DAP Global 
Mlohigan Picture 
Teat Ad.ju.ted Not Adjusted Total 
AdJuatecl 19 8 2'1 
)fot Adjuated. 6 a 8 
- - -
'lotal S. 11 15 
XS • .177$ 
cit- 1 
p < .50 
TABLE 32 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR COUNSELOR I DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND MICHIGAN PICTURE TEST 
Miohigan Pi.tur. 
Test 
Adjuated 
Not Adjusted 
Total 
X2 • 1.2737 
df • 1 
p < .30 
DltP Global 
~dJuated Not AdJuated 
15 12 
2 
" - -
17 18 
'fULl 33 
COlfl'IIGENOY TABLE FOR COUNSELOR II DAP GLOBAL 
IBTBRPRE'1'ATION AND MICHIGAN PICTURE TES' 
Miohigan Pioture 
fest 
Adjusted 
Not Adjusted 
Total 
X2 • 1.0296 
d.t • 1 
p < .50 
DAt' Global 
AdJusted Bot AdJusted 
17 10 
3 5 
- -
20 15 
69 
Total 
27 
8 
-
3& 
'rotal 
27 
8 
-
35 
TABLE 34 
OONTINGENCY TABLE FOR OOUNSELOR III DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND MICHIGAN PICTURE TEST 
Miohigan Pioture 
Teat 
Adjusted 
Not Adjusted 
Total 
X2 • .0005 
cit' • 1 
p < .90 
DAP Global 
AdJuated Not Adjuated 
10 17 
3 5 
- -
13 22 
TABLE 35 
OONTINGENCY TABLE FOR OOUNSELOR IV DAP GLOBAL 
IBTERPRETATION AND MIOHIGAN PIOTURE TEST 
Miohigan Pioture 
'eat 
AdJuated 
Not Adjusted 
Total 
12 • 3.0256 
df • 1 
p < .10 
DAP Global 
Adjusted Not Adjusted 
24 3 
5 :5 
- -
29 6 
70 
Total 
27 
8 
-
35 
Total 
27 
a 
-
35 
TABLE 36 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR TEACHER W DAP GLOBAL 
IK'l'ERPRE'lATION AND MICHIGAN PICTURE TEST 
Miohigan Picture 
Test 
Adjusted 
Not Adjusted 
Total 
X2 • 2.6974 
dt • 1 
p < .20 
DAP Global 
Adjusted Not Ad.Justea: 
12 15 
1 7 
-
13 22 
TABLi 37 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR TEACHER X DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND MICHIGAN PIOTURE TEST 
Miohigan Picture 
Teat; 
Adjusted 
Not Adjuated 
Total 
x2 = 1.2205 
dt .. 1 
p < .30 
DAP Globa.l 
AdJusted Not AdJusted 
1.0 17 
1 7 
- -
11 24 
'11 
Total 
27 
~ 
35 
Total 
87 
..J! 
35 
TABLE 38 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR TEACHER Y DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND MICHIGAN PIOTURE !ES! 
Miohigan Picture 
Teat 
AdJuated 
Not Adjusted 
Total 
X2 .. 5.2932 
dt .. 1 
p ~ .05 
AdJusted 
19 
2 
-
21 
TABIE 39 
DAF Global 
Not AdJusted 
8 
6 
-
14 
CON'l'rNGEI~CY TABLE FOR TEAOlIER Z DAP GLOBAL 
INTERPRETATION AND MIOHIGAN PIOTURE TEST 
Michigan Pioture 
Teat 
Adjusted 
Not Ad.1usted 
i'ota1 
x2 = 2.8997 
d.f .. 1 
p < .10 
-!,dJuste,! 
16 
2 
18 
l>AP Global 
. -
Not AdJu,ted 
11 
8 
-
17 
•• ,.. II ..... • . 
72 
Total 
27 
8 
35 
Tot8:~ 
27 
8 
-
35 
SUMMARY OF GLOBAL PREDICTIONS 
The .uoces. of the global predlotion techD1que vali-
dated by three in.trument., the Pupil Adjustment Hating Scale, 
the dichotomized California Te.t ot Per.onality, and the 
Michigan Picture Te.t is .ummarized in Table 40, page 74. 
Notwithstanding some significant results, primarily 
when teachers rating. of adjustment were used as the validating 
criterion, essentially it aust be ooncluded that the teohnique 
of globally predicting adjustment from human figure drawing. 
does not have value. Although there were some successes in 
global int.rpr.tatlon of human figure drawings for a school 
adjustment pr.diction, the sue c ••••• were apparently a function 
of the instrument u.ed to measure adjustment. When cla.sroGa 
teacher ratings of behavior were used aa the validating cri-
terion tor the adJustm.nt prediction, six of the twelve rater. 
could predict successfully. When the dichotomized California 
Teat of PersonalitJ waa the validating criterion, none ot the 
tw.lve raters w.re aucce •• tul. When the crit.rion was the 
analy.i. of the projeotive protocol, the Michigan Picture ,est, 
only one rater was auccessful to • significant degree. 
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TABlE oW 
SUMMARY OF CHI SQUARES BETWEEN 'lWELVE RATERS t DAP GLOBAL 
PREDICTIONS AID THREE CRIT.EflIA OF ADJUSTMENT 
Ratera 
Psycholog1sts 
A 
B 
C 
D 
Counaelora 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
Teachera 
• 
X 
Y 
Z 
"'slg. at .06 
**a1g. at .01 
Rat1ng aoale tor 
Pup1l Adjustment 
9.65616860** 
2.14542196 
4.81251090* 
7.87534686** 
.02880410 
2.74189755 
.27550460 
4.0732720... 
1.9403965 
2.02249320 
4.83251090* 
6.9090246** 
Ca11torn1 a Tea t .M1ch1gan 
of Persona11ty P1cture Teat 
.3050075 .2975525 
.3050076 2.1875000 
.03027605 1.<6011413 
.0625485 .1773766 
.25302970 1.2737270 
.0380310 1.0296265 
.8464190 .0005 
.9492105 3.0256170 
.2303560 2.6974031 
.06607685 1.2205585 
.0190575 5.29320855* 
.03381525 2.89971955 
'15 
CATEGORIES OF THE OBJECTIVE RATING SCALI 
Table "1. page 76, CORRELATION BB'.NEEN ftA'fEU' CATEGORY 
TO'l'ALS AND PUPIL ADJUSTMENT SCORES ON THE CALll'ORIIA TEST OP 
PERSONALITY, i8 the initial step of computing a correlation 
matrix of the multiple regression prograa on the 7094 oomputer. 
It reveals little relationship between the twelve drawing oate-
gories ot the objeotive rating 80ale and the full score and two 
8ubtest acor.s of the Calitornia Test of Personality_ In fact, 
ot the thirty-six correlations, twenty are negative. None ot 
the oorrelationa, even the negative one., are significant. But 
aix ot the twelve categories' oorrelationa are in the aame 
direction tor all three parts ot the teat. 
The possibility exiata then tor a fuller treatment ot 
the theoretical conatructa ot theae oategorlea whioh aee. to be 
more signitioant than the othera. 
TABLE 41 
CORRELATION BETWEEN RATERS' CATEGORY TOTALS AND PUPIL 
ADJUSTMENT SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
76 
Total Scor. on Total Score on Subt •• t So ore Subt •• t 8cor. 
all Raters' Dra.- California Teat Personal Soc1al 
1ng Categor1e. ot Personality Adjustment Adjustment 
Sex ot Drawing -.021 .086 .... 123 
Slze ot Figure .007 -.077 -.037 
Quall t;y Pencil Line -.042 -.0"1 -.005 
Ommia1on Bod;y Part. -.051 -.0"6 .008 
Elaboration Bod;y 
Parte -.058 -.122 .017 
Addition Detail. -.015 -.0"8 -.094 
Shad1ng -.181 -.2~ -.122 
Erasure. .169 .109 .119 
The.e -.073 .Oal .081 
Cloth1ng -.013 -.ooa .041 
SJlIIRetrl .100 .008 .206 
Maturit., .• Oa8 .034 .125 
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MULTIPLE REGRESSION AND THE CA.LIFtORNIA. TEST OF PERSONALITY 
!able. 42 through 47, pages 81 through 89, summarize 
the results ot the computerized pro~am tor stepwise multiple 
regression. There were two main problems vrogrammed, each with 
three subproblems. First, allot the variables, which included 
the twelve component parts ot the objective rating scale and 
dummy variables tor the twelve ratera .ere cumulatively torc.d 
into the regression. The three subproblema were the three dit-
) 
terent dependent variables into which the independent .ariables 
.ere all torced: tirat, the total acore on the Calitornia Test 
ot Personality; next, the P.rsonal Adjustment .ubt.st; and 
tinally, the Social Adjustment subt.st. 
The second main problem was to inve8ti~ate the variance 
due to the raters. On the.e three subproblems dummy variable. 
tor the ratera were not torced through the regreasion; therefore, 
only twelve variablea, the component parts ot the objective 
rating scale .ere utilized. Theretore, the improvement or 
reduction ot predictive success due to the raters could be noted. 
Allot the multiple correlations are above .30, whether 
all t.entl-tour variables or only twelve are used. Table D in 
Guilford was again used tor determining signiticance. With 
degrees ot treedom being N-m, where N equals the number ot 
cases in the sample correlated, and m equals the number ot 
variables correlated, the degrees ot freedom are Just below 
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or a bit over 400, depending upon the problem. In the firs' 
problem where twenty-four variable. were introduced into the 
regre.sion the degrees of freedom equal 420 observationa luinua 
24 or ~ge. Table. 42 through 44 have multiple oorrelationa 
of .312, .356, and .344, reapectivel,. Theae are all signi-
ficant at the .05 level and the la.t two are .ignificant at 
the .01 level. 
Table. 45 through 47 haye only the i;w$lve drawing oat6'" 
gori •• foroed through the regresaion. Here the degre •• ot 
treedom equal 420-12, or 408. In the.e three caae. the multiple 
oorrelation. are .aoo, .331 and .339, r.spectiye17- Again, all 
oorrelation. are aignifioant at the .05 leyel and the latter 
two are .ignifioant at the .01 leyel. APparentl" then, the 
null hypotheaia ot no ditteren.e betw.en the two instrumenta, 
tne ObJeotive Rating Soale for tbe Draw-A-Per.on Teat and the 
Oalifornia Teat ot PeraonalitJ can be reJ •• ted at the five 
percent level of confiden... And the two aub'-ata of the total 
Calitornia teat, the Fer.onal Adjustment Subt •• t and the SOoial 
Adjustment Subteat apparentl, are even olo.er in agreement. 
However, an analyai. of the r .quare leada one to reoonsider 
carefullf. Easentia11f, such a high standard error, the r 
aquare of roughly .10 for eaoh of the aix probl •• a, indioatea 
that the Draw-A-P.rson explain. only about ten percent of tbe 
California Te.t of Personality variation. The Draw-A-Person, 
it muat be ooncluded, indioate. 11ttle pr.diotive value. 
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Notwithatanding the atati8tical significance of the lilultiple 
regresaion correlations obtained, the more important conaider-
ation dependa upon the use of the results and the reasons for 
the development of the problem. In thls study the aeeond 
hypotheai. was that an objeotive interpretation of the Draw-A-
Peraon test could be used etfectively to screen troubled 
individual pupils from large groups so that early referrala to 
individual counaeling oould be made. A correlation of between 
.20 to •• 0 ls ordlnarlly lnterpreted to lndicate a low oorre-
lation, wlth a detinite but small relationship. 
Pour hundred and twenty observationa are a number 
suttioiently high, 1 t approach.s intln1 t1 wi thin the tramework 
ot statlatloal interences, to inflate at times the real signi-
ficance betw.en two instruments. Therefore, the oorrelations 
in the range ot .300 to .356 are oertainly too low to suggest 
that the DAP has prediotive value tor identifying pupils who 
would make a poor adjustment to a junior-senior high sohool. 
Therefore, the seoond hypothesis of thi. study, that the 
Draw-A-Person teohnique can identlfJ adjustment problems at the 
seventh grade level, could not be demonstrated. 
'-. 
Only a small amount ot the variation trom the slope ot 
;~ 
the regression line la due to 1; he raters; tor a oomparison of 
the 1"2 ot Table 42 with 45, 43 wlth 46, and 44 with 47 reveals 
a minisoule differenoe between the problems whether the raters 
are torced through the regression or they are omitted. To 
illustrate, the r2 of the California Teat of Personality, Total 
Soor., with all raters included was .097, with raters omitted 
it was .090. In the other two cases the totals are .118 and 
.109, .126 and .115. !heae figures pOint out that a most signi-
fioant increase in variation of prediotion of adJus~ent is due 
to the raters themselves. 
It seems olear that this sample ot raters had little 
influenoe upon the predictive value of an o~jeotive ratIng 
8cale applied to the interpretation ot human tigure drawings. 
The interenoe aeems justified that tbe technique, using any 
group ot raters, 18 not able to Identitr maladjusted pupils 
within a seventh grade publio soho~l tramework, when the 
criterion ot adjust.ent used i8 the California Test ot Person-
alIty. 
'tABLE 42 
MULTIPLB REGRESSION EQUATION FOR DAP DRAWING CATEGORIES PL1TS RATERS AND THB CALIFORNIA 
TEST OF PERSONALITY TOTAL SCORE 
Mult1pl. r 
7/X 
0.31210 
standard Error 23.107$$ 
r square 0.097,,"0 
Var1abl •• Coert1c1ent Standard .Error T Value partial Corre1at1on 
Sex ot Draw1ng -0.4083 0.64,0$ -0.6375 -.03202 
S1.. of F1gure -0.2870 1.5827 -0.1813 -.009112 
Qua11t7 of Penc11 L1ne -1.024.8 1.3157 -0.7789 -.03911 
Omm1s.1on Bod7 Part. 
-0.4879 0.7398 -0.6$96 -.03313 
E1aborat1on Bod,. Parte -1.1003 0.906$ -1.2138 -.06088 
Addition of Deta11s -0.1888 0.9118 .0.2071 -.01040 
Shading 
-3.9539 1.1$31 -3.4290 -.1698 
Erasure. ).6920 0.9987 3.6969 .1827 
The .. ).0636 1.9615 1.5619 .07825 
C1oth1ng -2.852) 2.2627 -1.2605 -.06322 
SJDtIHt1"7 2.0506 1.0913 1.8791 .09401 
(l) 
.... 
'l'ABLE 42 (Continued) 
! 
Variable l Coetricient Standard Error 'l' Value Partial Correlatioa 
Maturity i 0.6361 1.4943 0.4257 .02139 
Ps"chologist A 4.7.768 8.9468 5.3391 .2591 
P."chologist B 4.6.029 8.6715 5.3081 .2577 
Psychologiat C 51.824- 9.0924- 5.6991 .2754 
P8,-chologist D 4.8.407 9.7831 4.94.80 .2413 
Coun.elor I 45.260 9.0847 4.9820 .2429 
Counaelor II 44.631 8.4889 5.2575 .2554 
j 
Coulla.lol' III 47.838 7.9917 5.9846 .2880 
Counaelor IV 42.551 8.4330 5.0457 .2458 
Teacher W 46.ub 8.1634- 5.6573 .2735 
Teacher X 47.401 8.0900 5.8592 .2824-
Teacher Y 44.559 8.0403 5.5419 .2683 
Teacher Z 45.354 9.8128 4.6219 .2262 
(Xj 
ro 
TABLE 43 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION EQUATION FOR DAP DRAWING CATEGORIES PLUS RATERS 
AND THE CALIFORNIA TEST 01' PERSONALITY. PERSONAL ADJ1JS'l'Mh"NT SUBa'EST 
Multiple r O.~) 
Standard error 7/X 22.1~17 
r square 0.1186) 
Variable Coefticient Standard Error If Value Partial Correlatioa 
Sex ot Drawing 1.0$47 0.629) 1.6758 .08)92 
Size ot Figure 2.6401 1.5551 1.6977 .08501 
Quality Pencil Line -0.8810 1.2927 -0.6815 -.03423 
OBi.slon BodJ Parts 0.2561 0.7269 0.3524- .01770 
Elaboration Body Part. -2.0293 0.8907 -2.2784 -.1137 
Addition ot Details 1.7914 0.8959 1.9996 .09998 
Shadlng 
-4.9183 1.13)0 -4.3411 -.21}1 
Erasure. 2.4068 0.9812 2.4528 .1223 
Theme 4.l426 1.9273 2.1494- .107q. 
Clothing 
-3.7968 2.22)2 -1.7078 -.08550 
S,...etJ7 0.3140 1.0722 0.2929 .01472 
~ 
Maturity 0.5865 1.4682 0.3995 .02007 
TABLE 43 (Continued) 
Variable Coetticient standard Error '1' Value Partial CorrelatioD 
Pa"cho1ogiat A 34.481 8.7906 3.9224- .1934-
paychologiat B 34.758 8.5201 4.0795 .2008 
'a,.chologiat 0 40.408 8.9331 4.5231 .2216 
Pa,.chologlat D 32.131 9.6123 3.3427 .1657 
Counselor I 33.805 8.9261 3.7873 .1870 
Counaelor II .34.781 8.3407 4.1700 .2051 
Counaelor III 38.305 7.8522 4.8782 .2381 
Coun.elor IV 32.043 8.2858 3.8673 .1908 
Teacher W 37.>49 8.0209 4.681) .2290 
Teacher X )8.047 7.9487 4.7866 .2339 
Teacher Y 37.l44 7.9000 4.7018 .2299 
Teacher Z 36.681 9.64l5 3.8045 .1878 
~ 
TABLE 44-
MULTIPLE REGRESSION KQUATION FOR DAP DRAWING CATEGORIES PLUS 
RA'l'ERS Alhl mE CALIPORNIA. DST OF PERSONALI'l'Y. SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT SUBTES'1' 
Multiple r O.~603 Standard Error '1/x 26. S49 
r square 0.12676 
Variable Coefficient Standard Error T Value Partial Correlation 
Sex ot Drawing -1.8317 0.7443- -2.4.614 -.1226 
Size ot Figure -3.4210 1.8388 -1.8605 -.09309 
~alit'1 ot Pencil Line -0.4507 1.5285 -0.2949 -.01482 
Omi.s10n Body Parte -0.4656 0.8594 -0.5418 -.02721 
Blaboration Body Part. -0.2170 1.0531 -0.2060 -.01035 
Addition ot Details -2.1191 1.0593 -2.5669 -.1279 
Shading -3.1781 1.3396 -2.3724 -.1184-
Erasure. 3.4735 1.1602 2.9938 .1488 
The.e 2.7826 2.2788 1.2211 .06125 
Clothing -2.9969 2.6288 -1.1400 -.05719 
S,....tr,. 4.6858 1.2678 ,).6961 .1826 
Maturity 1.0531 1.1360 0.6066 .03047 ~ 
Ps,.chologist A 61.224- 10.394- 5.8902 .2838 
TAB~ 44 (Continued) 
Variable Coetticien' Standard Error T Value Partial Correlation 
P87chologi8t B 57.973 10.074 5.7546 .2778 
Pa,.chologist C 64,.985 10.56.3 6.1520 .29$4 
psychologist D 64 • .31.3 11 • .366 5.6585 .27.35 
Counaelor I 58.487 10.5S4 5.5416 .2683 
Couna.lor II 55.804 9.8621 5.6S84 .2735 
Counaelor III 57.726 9.284S 6.2175 .2982 
Counselor IV 55.363 9.7972 5.6509 .27.32 
'1'e ache r W 55.013 9.1+840 5.8006 .2798 
'reacher X 56.785 9.3986 6.0418 .2905 
Teacher Y 53.664- 9.3410 5.7450 .2774 
Teacher Z 54.633 11.I~oo 4.7924 .2341 
~ 
ftBLB 4S 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION EQUATION FOR DAP DRAWING CATEGORIES AND THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF 
PERSOlfALIH. TOrrAL SCORB 
Multiple l' 0.30001 
standard 81'1'01' ~/z 22.88639 
l' square 0.09000 
Variable Coefficient Stanclud Errol' 'l' Value Partial Correlation 
(Constant) 4.5.141 6.8960 6.5459 
Sex of Drawing -0.4.062 0.6.317 -0.6431 -.03186 
Size <!'t Drawing -0.2254- 1.4.864- -0.1516 -.007515 
Quality Pencil Line 
-0.9673 1.24lS -0.7792 -.03859 
Omission Bod~ Parts 
-0.5003 0.7162 -0.6987 -.0)4.61 
Elaboration Body Parts 
-1.4.637 0.8390 -1.744.6 -.08615 
Addition ot Details 0.02372 0.7098 0.03342 .001656 
Shading 
-3.3771 1.0724- -3.14.89 -.154.2 
Erasure. 3.2467 0.9188 3.5336 .1725 
1'he.e 3.14.62 1.8524- 1.6984 .08389 
Clothing 
-2.8154- 2.1871 -1.2872 -.06368 
~JlDRletr,. 2.1883 1.014.1 2.1578 .1064 
~aturit,. 0.5040 1.3958 0.3611 .01789 ~ 
_. __ ._--
'fABLE 46 
JroLl'Il?LE REGRESSION EQUATION FOR DAP DRAWING CATmORIES AND CALIFORNIA TEST OF 
PEaSO.ALIff. PERSONAL ADJUS1'MElf'l SUB'l'EST 
Multiple l' 0.33127 
Standard Errol' y/x 22.50792 
r equaI'e 0.10974-
Variable Coetticient Standard Brror '.r Value Partial Correlation 
(Conatant) 37.404 6.7620 5.5162 
Sex ot Drawing 1.0488 0.6212 1.6882 .08339 
Size of Drawing 2.0458 1.4618 1.3995 .06920 
Quality Pencil Line -0.7572 1.2209 -0.6202 -.03073 
Omieaion Body Parte 0.1605 0.7043 0.2279 .01130 
Elaboration Body PaI'te -2.2379 0.8251 -2.7121 -.1332 
Addition of Detail. 1.38S8 0.6981 1. 98S2 .09793 
Shading -4. 326S 1.0$47 -4.1020 -.1993 
Erasure. 2.3322 0.9036 2.5810 .1269 
Theme 3.9259 1.8218 2.1550 .1062 
Clothing -3.6654- 2.1510 -1.7041 -.08417 
Sy_etr,. 0.4272 0.9974 0.4283 .02123 (X) Q) 
Maturity 0.4489 1.3727 0.)270 .01621 
TABLE 47 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION EQUATION FOR DAP DRAWING CATEGORIES AND CALIFORNIA TEST OF 
PERSONALITY. SOCIAL ADJ'tTSTMENT SUBTEST 
Multiple r 0.33911 
Standard error 1/X 26.65136 
l' square 0.11504 
Variable Coetficient Standard BrroJ' T Value Partial Correlation , 
(Constant) 54..095 8.0323 6.1)4.6 
Sex or Drawing 
-1.8413 0.7351 -2.5026 -.1231 
Size or Drawing -2.8662 1.1313 -1.6555 -.08179 
Quality ot Pencil Line -0.4822 1.4460 -0.3335 -.01653 
Omis.ion Body Parts 
-0.4081 0.8,34.2 -0.4899 -.02428 
Elaboration Body Parts -0.6492 0.9113 -0.6643 -.03291 
Addition ot Detai1a 
-1.8578 0.8268 -2.2471 -.1107 
Shading -2.6872 1.2491 -2.1512 -.1060 
Erasure a 2.8115 1.0702 2.6271 .1291 
'l'he .. 3.0467 2.1576 1.4120 .06982 
Clothing -2.9120 2.54-75 -1.1431 -.05657 
S,...,tr 7 4.7574. 1.1812 4.0274- .1958 m 
Maturlt7 0.9l44 1.6258 0.5624 .02787 
CHAPTER VI 
, 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
The central theme of the projective interpretation o~ 
human figure drawinga ia that the drawerta UDverbalized feelings 
and mental atates are projected into the drawing. The problema 
of early identitication of ,maladjusted pupila new to a compre-
henaive junior-senior high school were investigated within the 
tramework of a group adminiatration ot the Draw-A-Person 
technique. An objective rating scale tor the evaluation of 
the drawings to be done by guidance counselors and regular 
clasaroom teachers waa developed by a panel ot practicing 
achool psychologists. 
A sample ot thirty-five ot almoat three hundred pupils 
waa selected for intensive analysis. Their drawinga were 
evaluated by meana ot the objective rating soal. by tour aohool 
psyohologiats, tour guidance cOUDselors and tour classrooa 
teachers. The same groups also made a global interpretation ot 
the drawings, a completel, non-atructured interpretation 
wherein the rater made a prediction of a good or poor adjustment 
tor the drawer on the basis ot whatever trame ot reterenoe the 
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rater had by then developed for the interpretation of human 
figure drawings. 
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The hypotheaes for the study were that (1) teachers 
and/or guidance counselors can agree with school psychologlsts' 
rating. using an objeotive rating scale applied to the Draw-A-
Feraon technique. and, (2) the Draw-A-Person technique can be 
uaed aa a screening device for adjustment problems with seventh 
gradera. 
The pupils' adjustment waa vall dated by three instrument.: 
the California Teat of Personallty, a paper and pencll t~st; 
the Ratlng Scale tor Pupll Adjustment, the clas.room teacher's 
judgment of adjustment; and, The Mlchigan Ficture Test, an 
indlvidual projective test similar in design and interpretation 
to the Thematio Appercept10n Test. 
The data was treated by both parametrio and non-para-
metrio teats. This was done to assure a tair analysis of a 
sample taken trom, not an eduoational laboratory, but trom the 
actual working segment ot a large, urban school with a varie-
gated population. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The firat hypothesis, that ditterent profea.ional group. 
could agr.e on a soorlng ot the objectlve rating scale was 
proven tenable. There waa sufficient agreement between the 
tour psychologists, tour guidance counselors and tour classroom 
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teachers to indicate that future groupa of ratera could alao 
agree. 
The predictive value ot the Draw-A-Person tecbn1quA 
for adjua~ent problems, which was the second hypothesia, waa 
on more tenuoua grounds. A computerized program tor multiple 
atepwiae regreasion ot the rating scale drawing categories 
validated against one whole and two part score. ot the Oalifornia 
Te.t ot Peraonality had correlation. in the low .30'a. With 
degree. ot treedom exo.eding tOl~ hundred, thi. correlation 
was aignificant • 
• 
Nevertheleas, only about ten percent ot the 
variation could be explained by this instrument, and one could 
only deduce that the Draw-A-Person technique haa little pre-
dictlve significanoe. 
When a diohotomized Calitornia 'eat, the Micbigan 
Picture 'eat, and the ola.sroom teaonerts Rating Soale ot Pupil 
Adjustment were the validating oriteria for the global pre-
diotion. of the drawings, only a te. of the chi square. were 
aignificant. The most significanoe was achieved when the 
psy.ohologists predioted the adjustment aa mea.ured by pupil.' 
teachera. Three ot tour psychologist. were suooesatul, one ot 
four ooun.elors, and two ot tour teaohera. None ot the rater a 
oould prediot adjustments a. measured by the Oalifornia, and 
but one teacher made a signitioant prediotion when the 
validating oriterion waa the Miohigan Pioture Teat. 
9Z 
Notwithstanding some statistical testa which appeared 
to be significant, eapeoial17 some multiple correlations which 
were aign1ticant at the .01 level, ~ere was a fear ot making 
an interential error ot the first kind, ot rejecting the null 
hJpotheals when 1t was true. Therefore, a concise atatement OD 
the baaia ot all the evidence would have to be that interpre-
tations of group adminiatered Draw-A-Peraon teats have too 
11ttle predictive signiticanoe tor the technique to be ot value 
in identitying pupils with adjustment problema. The data trom 
thia sample with theae groups ot raters oan permit no other 
analyaia. 
IMPLICATIONS 
The data doe. reveal some possibilities tor investi-
gation whIch might be more truitful and signitioant for eduoa-
tional and couns.llng trameworka. Slx ot tbe raters .... 
suooeaatul on thelr global pr.dlctions ot adjustment whic,h were 
validated by claasroom teachera' ratings ot observ.d behavior. 
It must be acknowledged tbat the trame ot reterence classrooa 
teachers develop over years ot exposure to great numbers ot 
puplla mak •• their ana17sis ot behavlor perhaps the most signl-
tlcant ot all the criteria ot adjustment one can app17 in a 
achool situation. CertainlJ one canaeriouslf qu.stion the 
value ot paper and penoil personality que.tionnaires or 80me 
projective testa as adjustment oriteria. Specitioally, the 
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possibly invalid properties or the Calirornia Test or Peraonality 
aa a criterion should be noted tor tuture studies because or 
its quite transparent qu.stiona wbich can be easily responded to 
in an insincere manner. It tollows, then, that global predictIons 
validated by teacher ratinga ot adjustment could be inve8tig~ted 
in another aetting. 
Counselora could protitably use the Draw-A-Peraon tech-
nique aa an aid to underatanding individual problem cases. It 
is underatood that counselors need investigate the theoretical 
conatruota ot drawing analysis ahould the teohnique be totally 
unfamiliar, and alao intormally teat their analyaia agains' 
known adjusted and behavior problem pupils. 
Neither are human tigure drawing analyses aa reterral 
criteria beyond the competencies ot regular classroom teachera 
it they receive some inserviee aid in interpretation. Primary 
teachers especially, bJ virtue ot training in art methoda, and 
experience with art communicationa, should be able to uae the 
Draw-A-Person method. 
Some ot the drawing category signs appeared to be more 
significant than othera. The advent of computer programs 
capable ot a sophistioated treatment ot data previously un-
solvable bJ hand computationa opens the possibility ot analyzing 
the ettects ot a rating type acale by category by rater and a 
scale total against several criteria ot adjustment tor large 
aamples trom which very strong inferencea oan be drawn. 
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In vi •• ot the oonflioting nature of the reports of it. 
value and its oont1nuing use by many olinioal and quasi-olin1cal 
group., the Draw-A-Person technique needs, moreover demands, 
studies ot great score and in-depth analysiS to an.wer, in a 
definite manner, the question ot 1ts validity_ 
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Appendix I 
Dear _____________________ : 
Mr. Simon has given administrative approval and en-
couragement to an investigation ot certain behavioral charac-
teristics ot East Chioago seventh grade pupils tor my dootoral 
dissertation tor Loyola University. All entering 7B pupils will 
partioipate in thia investigation which is attempting to deter-
mine whether the adjustment ot these pupils can be predicted 
trom these pupils' drawings ot a human figure. 
1 am asking you, as an advisor ot a 7B section, to 
oooperate in this study by administering the drawing situation 
to your advisory group sometime during the tirst w.ek of Ichool. 
The entire procedure should not take more than tifteen minutes. 
Psychologists believe that an analysis ot an indivi-
dualts personality dynamics can be interpreted trom that 
individual's drawing ot a human figure. One of the aims ot my 
study is to determine it this technique can be protitable it 
administered in a ~.oup situation by public school teachers in 
the classroom s.tting. 
The only materials needed for ~he administration ot 
this technique are unlined, white paper, which 1 am enclOSing, 
and a pencil. Directions are most simple. 
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1. Initially you'll need an introductory statement atter dis-
tributinM the paper. A tew words which help convinoe the pupils 
that no grades or marks will be assigned to their ettorts and 
that there is no right or wrong response should pretace the 
experiment. Something on this order will be satistactory, "I'm 
asking you to do 80mething tor me which will take only a tew 
minutes. There is no right or wrong way to do it and no grades 
will be given. 
2. ·Put your initials - the first letter ot your first name 
and the first letter ot your last name - in the upper right hand 
corner ot your paper. Don.t make the. too large. Also put the 
number 1 (one) atter your initials. 
3. "Now I want you to make a drawing ot a human person. Make 
a drawing of a whole person, dontt omit legs or arms. Don't use 
• 
stick tigures} I want you to make a serious effort to draw a 
human person." Should your .ection show resistance to this 
task. reassure the. by atating that this has nothing to do with 
their ability to draw, and that you're only interested in how 
they try to make a person. It your group is particularly 
sophisticated tor a seventh-grade group and atill remains 
reaistant, explain. as a 1a8t reaort. that you'd appreciate 
their help in conducting an educational experiment. 
4. "Now turn your paper over and draw a person ot the opposite 
aex, after putting the number 2 (two) in the upper right hand 
corner. It you drew a man or boy first, now draw a girl. It 
you drew a woman or a girl tirst, now draw a man." 
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That's all there 1s to Jour part ot this study. Collect 
the drawings and return them to me in the enclosed envelope. 
Thanks tor Jour cooperation. 
Robert KraJew.k1 
• 
PUt a check in the puentheao. atter the nua.e. which b •• t d.sor1be. each 
drawing oharao'.riati.. Rea. eaoh o."corr ooapl.--17 _.~o •• aaking 10UP choice. 
I. sex 
1. () .. . 2' () 
It •• x of drav10a is It •• x of drawing 1. 
oppoait. that of pup11 ._ .. pupil 
II. Sl.e ot figure. In relatlon to al&. or paper 
1, () ~ Ill. ! 1 Gro •• X,. larg. ol'iid ng to 'b. too Abou tKe rfilii al .. 
III. 
• eJ!f a.ul large or too _11 
b,._~_J.~l~~._ .. ___ . __ .. __ . __ . _________ . .5_4L ... J 1 .. _ lIJiHe.-us. -.t~-pi.pttJ.---HO -UriujuaI--yularici.------------
in 10'ensit, or COD-
'inult,. 
\7 
4~L LJ__ .S.{ ) 
reI',. m-.I.·· yu!.cllTW-----.ouDuaual yarlanOeTn 
Int.nel'1 or cOD'lnul',. 
ne 
IV. Omls.10n ot bod1 parts, .J ••• lea •• arms. handa. t1ng •••• no ........ hall' 
1. () ,. ~) 5. l) 
No or 1IIOl'4I '60d,. parE. One body pari omItE.a No oata.lons 
mi •• ing or hidden 1n or b1dden in po.. (excep-po.. tlon 078 OJ' eaP in 
protlle 
II> 
:g 
(I) 
p 
p. 
.... 
>4 
H 
H 
I-' 
o 
c,a 
v. Elabo~atlon ot body parts by .ize. shading or intensity ot line 
1. (1 ~ __ ~_~ .~~ _ .3.{->~ __ ~ __ ~ ___ ~_~_~_~ ~_ S4!_( J _~ _____ _ 
TWo or 1Il0re part. --One Dodi~p8.Jt{~~ --~~-~---Ho-.-raboratlon 
e1.~t.d elaborated 
VI. Addition of une •• ential features or details to figure or background 
1. 
VII. Shading 
1. 
urea 
Intenae .-he a~ anatung 
over large are •• 
aaIng civer--larger 
are.a 
~~ ___ (. ) .. _ _~ _____ 5 •.... _l_)~ __ .. ________ ~ __ 
Shading only to Incl'e •• e 110 ahacJ1nc 
depth peroeption 
VIII. Era.ure. 
1. (). 2. () 3. () 
1'hre. or 1101'. bod,. part. Erasure. on twO hOd,. • Er •• ure. on one hodl' 
erasure. or continue. parts part 
erasur.. on any .ection 
1+.11 ____ ~ __ ~ __ 5. ( _L Ve'r7 1Il1norJ:rzie- -~~-~-----Moerastir •• ---~-·­
erasure. 
...... 
(:) 
!f:. 
-, IX. 
me 
4. __ -'1 ___ 5._ () ADo.,. -ilyerage------- ------Evfdence-or-mat-Ui'i- -------
organization 
x. Clothing 
XI. 
1. 
Nude or transparencles 
(limbs showing through 
clothing) 
4_- __ 1 _L ________________ ~_ __5-_ L_> 
or 
of some 
nerrziTt-elj -8.bovj----w.l1.--or~fanr-z.-d-ld..-tih -theme 
aye rage in a superior fachion 
on size, shapes of position 
Body part.-essentfall,. 
8J1111l8 trical 
XII. Maturity. Elaborate treatment ot Ada.'8 apple. tie, buttons buckle, fly or 
trousers. emphaais on mouth or breast. indicates immaturity_ 
1. (_1__ ____ 2. () 3. __ Ll 
Very immature or EVidence ot SOBle Accepuable at-tills 
sticklike immature treatment age leyel 
4- () 5. () 
More maturity than No immature 
most drawings characteristics 
.... 
o (J'I 
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Appendix III 
Raterse 
You have had some experienoe in analyzing pupil's 
human figure drawings by means of an objective rating scale. 
Now. I'd like to request that you make a "global" interpreta-
tion of the drawings with respect to predicting the pupil will 
make either a "good" adjustment to the junior-senior high 
sohool setting or he will make a "poor" adjustment. You are 
to insert a check mark under either good or poor atter every 
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Drawil18 Adjust.ent. Drawing Adjust.ent 
No. Prediction No. Prediction 
Good Poor Good Poor 
19 28 
-
20 29 
-
21 30 
-
22 31 
- -
2) 32 
24- 33 
- -
2S 
-
34 
- -
26 3S 
- - -
27 
- -
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APPENDIX IV 
Mr. Simon and Mr. Pox have approved my req~est ot Jour 
aid in a studl designed to aid in the identitication ot 
emotionally handicapped or maladjusted pupils. 
This .tudy is aimed at predicting, with the aid ot some 
projective techniques, the adjustment of seventh grade •• to the junior-senior high school situation. Thes. prediction. have 
been made; I now need to know M1 success. 
Will you please .elect the three be.t adjuated and thJ'ee 
most poorly adjusted children in each 7A aection lOU 'each. 
Then fl1l out a rating acale tor each pupil and check ott where 
you judge the pupil to be on the tive point 8cale tor each ot 
the attribute. l18ted. 
I'll thank you in advance tor your time, it shouldn't 
take but a rew minute. ot Jour tlme. Return the rat1na .oale 
to Ill, mall box when completed. 
Sincerelf. 
Robert KraJewaki 
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Appendix V 
RATING SCALE FOR PUPIL ADJUSTMENT 
Name ot Pupil 
----------------
Section 
-----
Rated by 
---------------------I. Over-all Emotional Adjustment 
(Detinition: Total emotional adequacy in meeting the 
daily problems as shown in .chool.) 
A. Very well adjusted 
B. Well adjusted 
C. Moderately adequate adjustment 
D. Poorl7 adjusted 
E. Very poorly adjusted 
ABC D 1£ 
00000 
II. Social Maturit7 
(Detinition: Ability to deal with 80cial responsibi-
lities In 8chool. in the communit7. and 
at home. approprlate to his age.) 
A. Very superior 80cial maturlt7 
B. Slightly superior 80cial maturit7 
C. Average social maturit7 
D. Slightly interior social 
B. Ver7 interior social maturity 
ABC D E 
00000 
III. Irendency toward Depre.sion 
(Detinition: fendency toward pervasive unhappiness.) 
A. Generally very hapP7 
B. Moderately happy 
C. Occ.slonal17 unhaPP7 
D. Tendency toward depression 
E. Generally depres.ed 
ABC D E 
DDDDO 
IV. Tendenoy Toward (Definition: 
ABC D B 
00000 
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Aggressive Behavior 
Overt evidenoe of hostility and/or 
aggres.ion toward other children and/or 
adults.) 
A. Rarely aggressive 
B. Occasionally aggressive 
C. Fairly aggressive 
D. Frequently aggressive 
E. Extremely aggre.8ive 
V. Extroversion-Introversion (Detinition: Tendenoy toward living outwardly and 
expressing his emotions spontaneously 
vs. tendenoy toward living inwardly and 
keeping emotions to himselt.) 
ABC D Ii 
00000 
A. Extremely extroverted 
B. Characteristically extroverted 
C. About equally extroverted and 
introverted 
D. Moderately introverted 
E. Extremely introverted 
VI. Emotional Security (Definition. Feeling ot being accepted by and triendly 
toward one's environment and the people 
in it.) 
A. Extremely seCure 
B. Moderately seoure 
C. Only tairly secure 
D. Moderately inseoure and apprehenaive 
E. Extremely inaecure and apprehensive 
ABC D B 
00000 
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VII. Motor Control and Stability 
VIII. 
(Definition: Capacity for ettective coordination and 
control ot motor activity of ·the entire 
body.) 
ABC D E 
00000 
Impul.1.vene •• 
(Detinition: 
ABC D E 
DDOPO 
A. l:!.xtremely ~:L:ood motor control and 
stability 
B. Moderately good motor control and 
stability 
C. Fair motor control and stability 
D. Moderately poor motor control and 
stability-restless. hyperkinetic 
E. Extremely poor motor controll--
markedly restle.s. hyperkinetio 
Tendenoy toward Budden or marked changes 
of mood.) 
A. Extremely stable in mood 
B. Stable in mood 
C. Uaually atable-only infrequent and 
minor mood change. 
D. Unstable in mood--show8 .ark.d mood 
ohanges on occa.a1ou 
B. 3xtreme ~hangea in mood--shoWB marked 
or audden mood change. frequently 
IX. Emotional Irritab11ity 
(Definition: Tendency to become angry. irritated. 
or upset.) 
ABC D IS 
00000 
A. Unusually good-natured 
B. Good-natured--rarely irritable 
O. Fairly good-natured--occaaionally 
irritable 
D. Moderately irritable--f:requently 
shows moderate irritation 
E. Extremely irrltable--frequently 
shows markwd irritation 
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x. School Ach1evemen' 
(Definition: Over-all evaluation ot pupil's com 
petency in school subjects, relative to 
his own age group.) 
A. Very superior 
B. Slightly superior 
C. Average 
D. Slightly interior 
E. Interior 
ABC D E 
CfODDD 
XI. School Conduot 
(Definition: 
A 13 C,.D E 
000,00 
Conduct in the classroom ai'uation as 
evidence of his ability to accept the 
rules and regulations ot the school 
community.) 
A. Exoeptionally good conduct 
B. Superior conduct 
C. Average good conduct 
D. Somewhat inadequate conduct--
trouble.ome disciplinary problem 
E. Very inadequate conduct--very 
aerious disciplinary problem 
XII. Below are listed a number ot physical oonditlons which 
may handicap the ohild in some or all phases ot his 
adjust&ent to school llte. Plaoe a cross in the . 
parenthese. to the right to indio at. which conditions 
apply to this ohild. Feel tree to add any relevant 
comments in the spaoe labeled "Comments." 
1. 
2. 
). 
4. 5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Unuaually 'all for his age. 
Unusually short tor his age.-
Markedly overweight. 
Unusually underweight or anemic. 
Physical disfigurement. (specify) 
,·Limitations in the movement ot his 
Limitations in the movement ot his 
Seriously impaired viSion. 
Seriously impaired hearing. 
Poor heart condition. 
Diseased lung condition. 
Spe.ch handicap (speclty). 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
arm(s). ( 
leg(s).( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
} 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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